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Abstract

Large-scale3D shape retrieval has become an important research direction in content-based 3Dshaperetrieval. Topromotethis
research area, two Shape Retrieval Contest (SHREC) tracks on large scale comprehensive and sketch-based 3D model retrieval
have been organized by us in 2014. Both tracks werebased on a unified large-scale benchmarkthatsupports multimodal queries
(3D modelsandsketches).This benchmark contains13,680sketches and 8,987 3D models, divided into 171 distinct classes. It
was compiledto bea superset of existing benchmarks and presents a new challenge to retrieval methods as it comprises generic
models as well as domain-specific model types.Twelveand six distinct 3D shape retrieval methods have competed with each other
in these two contests, respectively. To measure and comparethe performance of the participating and other promising Query-by-
Model or Query-by-Sketch 3D shape retrieval methods andto solicit state-of-the-art approaches, we perform a more comprehensive
comparison of twenty-six (eighteen originallyparticipating algorithms andeightadditional state-of-the-artor new)retrieval meth-
ods byevaluating themon the common benchmark. The benchmark, results, and evaluation tools are publicly availableat our
websites [1, 2].

Keywords:
3D shape retrieval, Large-scale benchmark, Multimodal queries, Unified, Performance evaluation, Query-by-Model,
Query-by-Sketch, SHREC

1. Introduction1

With the increasing number of 3D models created every day2

and stored in databases, the development of effective and scal-3

able 3D search algorithms has become an important research4

area. Generally speaking,their objectiveis to retrieve 3D mod-5

els similar to a 2D/3D sketch/image or a complete 3D model6

query from a large collection of 3D shapes. In this paper, we7

present a new large-scale benchmark that includes a large num-8

ber of diversetypes of sketches and models. Owing to the in-9

tegration of the most important existing benchmarks to date,10

the newly created benchmark is the mostextensiveto date in11
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b l58@txstate.edu, li.bo.ntu0@gmail.com; Tel:+001 512 245 6580; Fax:
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terms of the number of semantic query categories covered as12

well as the variations of model types. In particular, it com-13

bines generic and domain-dependent model types and therefore14

rates the retrieval performance with respect to cross-domain15

retrieval tasks. The benchmark supports both sketch and 3D16

model queries,thus providinga unified platform to test diverse17

3D model retrieval algorithms belonging to either Query-by-18

Model or Query-by-Sketch 3D retrieval techniques.19

Query-by-Model 3D retrieval is one of the most commonly20

seen andmost widelystudied 3D model retrieval techniques.21

Many dedicated algorithms and several benchmarks have been22

developed for this type of 3D retrieval. However, it requires23

users to provide a 3D model as a query.24

Query-by-Sketch (sketch-based) 3D retrieval isto retrieve a25

list of 3D models that closely match a provided input sketch.26

Compared to Query-by-Model, it is more intuitive and easier27
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to use because users do not need to provide 3D models. How-28

ever, it is also more challenging because of the semantic and29

representational gap between the 2D query sketches and the 3D30

models, and because user sketches may vary widely in sketch-31

ing style and level of detail, as well.It has many applications,32

including sketch-based modeling and recognition, and sketch-33

based 3D animation [3].34

Two previous Shape Retrieval Contest (SHREC) tracks,35

SHREC’12 [4] and SHREC’13 [5],havebeen successfully or-36

ganized on the topic of sketch-based 3D model retrieval. They37

invigoratedthis research area by providing a small-scale and a38

large-scale sketch-based retrieval benchmark, respectively, and39

attractedstate-of-the-art algorithms to competewith each other.40

Yet, even the large-scale SHREC’13 Sketch Track Benchmark41

(SHREC13STB) [5] based on Eitz et al. [6] andthe Prince-42

ton Shape Benchmark (PSB) [7] contains only 90 classes of43

7,200 sketches and 1,258 models. Compared with the complete44

dataset of 250user sketch classes compiledby Eitz et al. [6],45

there is stillsubstantialroomto make the benchmarkmore com-46

prehensive in terms of completeness of object classes existing47

in the real world. Thus, wefelt it is necessary to build an even48

larger sketch-based 3D retrieval benchmarkwith moresketches49

andmoremodels to helpbetterevaluate the scalability of exist-50

ing andnewly developed sketch-based 3D model retrieval algo-51

rithms. Considering this, wecreateda new large-scale bench-52

mark (LSB) comprising13,680sketches and 8,987available53

3D modelsfrom 171 classes thatcan be andalso havebeen used54

to evaluate bothQuery-by-Sketchand Query-by-Model 3D re-55

trieval algorithms. Figure1 shows several example sketches56

and their relevant3D models.57

Figure 1: Example 2D sketches and their relevant 3D models in the large scale
benchmark (LSB).

Based on this new benchmark, we organized a SHREC 201458

track [8] on large scale sketch-based 3D model retrieval to fur-59

ther foster this challenging research area by soliciting retrieval60

results from current state-of-the-art retrieval methods for com-61

parison, especially in terms of scalability to a large-scale sce-62

nario. Moreover, by utilizing only the 3D target dataset of63

the benchmark, we organized another SHREC’14 track [9] on64

the topic of large scale comprehensive 3D shape retrieval to65

perform a comparison, especially for practical retrieval per-66

formance,of top 3D model retrieval methods. Thus, the two67

contest tracks have demonstrated the unification andlarge-68

scaleproperties of our benchmark in evaluating both Query-69

by-Model and Query-by-Sketch 3D retrieval techniques.70

In the rest of thepaper, we first review the related work (w.r.t.71

techniques and benchmarks) in Section 2. In Section 3, we in-72

troduce themotivation, building process, contents, and evalua-73

tion metrics (containing both general and weighted variations)74

of the benchmark. Section 4 gives a brief introduction of the75

contributors of the paper. A short and concise descriptionof76

each contributed method is presented in Section 5. Section 677

describes the evaluation results of the22Query-by-Model and 678

Query-by-Sketch 3D retrieval algorithms on the unified bench-79

mark. Section 7 concludes the paper and lists several future80

research directions.81

2. Related work82

In this section, wemainly concentrate onrelated work83

published within the last threeyears. The latest reviewof84

sketch-based 3D model retrieval techniques and benchmarks85

is presentedin [10]. Thus, we will primarily review there-86

centprogress in the Query-by-Model techniques, especially in87

generic, non-rigid, and semantics-based 3D model retrieval.88

For partial 3D retrieval techniques, please refer to [11] and [12]89

for thelatest reviews.90

2.1. Generic 3D model retrieval techniques91

Threeimportant surveys have beenwrittenby Iyer et al. [13],92

Bustos et al. [14],and Tangelder et al. [15], who reviewed93

typical generic 3D model retrieval techniques before 2008.94

Based on the types offeatures employed, existing generic 3D95

model retrieval techniques can be classified into four cate-96

gories: geometry-based,graph-based, view-based, and hybrid97

techniques.98

2.1.1. Geometry-basedtechniques99

Geometry-based techniques characterize the geometric infor-100

mation of a 3D model based on the distribution of geometric101

elements. Research on the feature extraction of generic 3D102

modelsis usually designed withthe following twogoals: (1)103

strong discriminative abilityw.r.t various 3D models; and(2)104

adequate generality w.r.t the robustness to different geomet-105

ric representations, including surfaces (i.e., meshes andpara-106

metric/subdivison/implicit surfaces), solids (i.e., volume data),107

and raw data (i.e., point clouds, range images, or polygon108

soups). These 3D features can be either global, such asShape109

Distribution [16] andShapeHistogram [17]; or local, such as110

the 3D shape context [18, 19, 20], Extended Gaussian Images111

(EGI) [21], conformal factor [22], spherical harmonics [23],112

and Poisson histogram descriptor [24].113

Recently, Sipiran et al. [25] enhanced the traditional Bag-114

of-Featureframeworkfor generic shapes with their data-aware115

partition approach. Zou et al. [26] proposed a combined shape116

distribution descriptor based on principal plane analysisand117

group integration.118

Two of the methods evaluated in this paper belong to this cat-119

egory: Zhang’s Modified Shape Distribution (MSD) and Shell-120

Distance-Sum (SDS) (Section 5.1.6).121

2.1.2. Graph-basedtechniques122

Graph-based methods perform matching among models by123

using their skeletal or topological graph structures.Skele-124

ton graph-based approaches abstract a 3D model as alow-125

dimensionalgraph, which visually preserves the global shape126
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configuration and whose nodes and edges correspond to the ge-127

ometric attributes of the shape components.A typical example128

is proposed in [27].Recently, a geodesicskeleton path-based129

approachhas beenproposed in [28],wherethe geometry of a130

3D mesh is coded as a sequence ofradii of the maximal balls at131

the skeleton points.132

Topology-based methods compare 3D modelsbased onthe133

differencein their global topological structures. Amongthevar-134

ious topologyrepresentations, Reeb graphs, which are rooted135

in the Morse theory,areconsidered one ofthe most popular.136

One typical example based on Reeb graph is presented in [29].137

Recently, Barra et al. [30]compared 3D models based on the138

kernel functions defined on extended Reeb graphs. Another di-139

rectionrelies on the theory ofTopologicalPersistence. It was140

first formalized by Edelsbrunner et al. [31] as the concept of141

persistence diagram or barcodeand builds on previous related142

work on size functions [32]. The method provides a princi-143

pled way to qualitatively visualize and measure thetopological144

structuresvia the feature functions defined on the shape sur-145

face. Topological Persistence recently became of interest for146

shape retrieval tasks [33, 34]partially due to the popularity of147

topological data analysis [35].148

2.1.3. View-basedtechniques149

View-based techniques use a set of rendered views to rep-150

resent a 3D model. The visual similarity between the views151

of two models is regarded as the model difference. A spe-152

cial survey has beenpublishedin [36]. Efforts along this153

line are mostly devoted to two stages: descriptive feature ex-154

traction from certain view images and appropriate comparison155

between sets of visual features. For the former, typical ap-156

proaches include Light Field descriptors [37], the Multi-view157

Depth Line Approach (MDLA) [38], salient local visual fea-158

tures [39], Compact Multi-View Descriptor (CMVD) [40],and159

View Context shape descriptor [41]. For the latter, basic work160

includesthe Bag-of-Features based approach [42]and its vari-161

antssuch asBag-of-Region-Words [43]as well asmore accu-162

rate 3D model alignment-based methods [44].163

Recently, Ding et al.[45] defined a view-based shape de-164

scriptor named Sphere Image that integrates the spatial infor-165

mation of a collection of viewpointsand their corresponding166

view features that are matched based ona probabilistic graphi-167

cal model.Similar to the Sphere Image, Bonaventura et al. [46]168

proposeda 3D shape descriptor of the Information Sphere and169

utilized mutual information-based measures for the matching,170

whereas Liang et al. [47] designed a feature named Spherical-171

SIFT to represent the salient local features on spherical images.172

As for applications, Sfikas et al. [48] retrieved complete 3D pot-173

tery modelsbased on thepanoramicfeatureviews of a partial174

range image query. These view-based methods havea unique175

advantage for generic 3D model retrievaltasksin that they fo-176

cus on the visual features of view images and thus can work on177

arbitrarily structured 3D models.178

The following evaluated methods in this paper belong to this179

category:Aono’s KAZE local feature [49] with the VLAD en-180

coding scheme [50] (KVLAD) (Section 5.1.1), Furuya’sBag-181

of-Features of Dense SIFT (BF-DSIFT), per-View Matching of182

One SIFT (VM-1SIFT), Manifold Ranking of BF-DSIFT (MR-183

BF-DSIFT), Manifold Ranking of D1SIFT (MR-D1SIFT) and184

Manifold Ranking of 1SIFT (MR-VM-1SIFT) (Section 5.1.3);185

Tatsuma’sDepth Buffered Super-Vector Coding (DBSVC) and186

Locally Constrained Diffusion Ranking of DBSVC (LCDR-187

DBSVC) (Section 5.1.5).188

2.1.4. Hybridtechniques189

Hybrid approaches explicitly employ at least two of the190

above features to characterize a 3D model. Many hybrid191

shape descriptors have beenproposedin the literature. We192

list a few recent works, such as DESIRE [51], and DSH [52],193

which combinesDepth buffer-based 2D features andSpherical194

Harmonics-based 3D features.PANORAMA [53] represents a195

3D model based on a set of panoramic views and achieves state-196

of-the-art performance on several generic 3D model databases.197

Recently, ahybrid descriptor named ZFDR comprisingboth198

geometric and view informationhas beenproposed in[54]. Li199

et al. [55] combined the topological featuremultiresolutional200

Reeb graph (MRG) based features and modified BOF-based201

view features. Liu et al. [56] adopted severalrepresentative202

geometric features such as shape diameter function, average203

geodesic distance, and heat kernel signature, to characterize204

low-level semanticpatches.Tabia et al. [57] proposed to first205

sample a set of points on the surface of a 3D model, then use206

the covariance matrices of multiple local features as shapede-207

scriptors for 3D face matching, and further apply an extended208

Bag-of-Words framework on the covariance matrix-based local209

shape descriptors for 3D model retrieval. Hybrid descriptors210

are interesting because the integration of different features may211

better accommodate a diversity of 3D shapes.212

Among the evaluated methods, Aono’sCenter-Symmetric213

Local Binary Pattern (CSLBP), and Hybrid shape descriptor214

comprising several features including Surface-Roughnessand215

DEpth-buffer (HSR-DE)(Section 5.1.1), Chen’s hybrid shape216

descriptorDBNAA DERE, which combines Shape Distribu-217

tion (D2) [58], Bounding Box, Normal Angle Area, DEpth218

buffer, and Ray Extend based features [59](Section 5.1.2), Li’s219

ZFDR hybrid shape descriptor, which integrates Zernike mo-220

ments, Fourier descriptors, Depth information [59], and Ray-221

based features [59] (Section 5.1.4), Zhang’sMulti-Feature Fu-222

sion Based on Entropy Weights (MFF-EW) (Section 5.1.6)and223

Papadakis’ PANORAMA,which stands for PANoramic Object224

Representation for Accurate Model Attributing[53], fall into225

this group.226

2.2. Non-rigid 3D model retrieval techniques227

Unlike generic 3D model retrieval for rigid models, non-rigid228

3D model retrieval techniques are dedicated to retrieving the229

specific and ubiquitous non-rigid 3D models with diverse poses230

or articulations. Due to the non-rigid properties of the models,231

it is more challenging to perform the retrieval. For a review232

of non-rigid 3D retrieval techniques based on geodesic distance233

and spectrum analysis approaches, as well as different canoni-234

cal form transforms for non-rigid models based on multidimen-235

sional scaling, please refer to [12]. Anotherrecent surveyof236
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non-rigid shape retrieval is presented in [60], where a perfor-237

mance comparison of several descriptors derived from spectral238

geometryis given.239

Stability and repeatability are two important properties for240

local descriptors and interest point detectors, and, hence, are241

important building blocks for non-rigid shape retrieval meth-242

ods. Stability and repeatability properties have been studied for243

a number of object transformations, including non-rigid trans-244

formations [61].245

Recently, significant efforts have been invested in explor-246

ing the invariance properties of shapes to non-rigid deforma-247

tions. In particular, the emerging field of spectral geome-248

try provides an elegant framework for the geometric analysis249

of non-rigid shapes, which relies on theEigensystem (eigen-250

values and/or eigenfunctions) of the Laplace-Beltrami opera-251

tor [62, 63]. Prominent work in this direction includesShape252

DNA [64], heat kernel signature (HKS) [65, 66],and wave253

kernel signature (WKS) [67]. From the perspective of spec-254

tral graph wavelets, a general form of spectral descriptors was255

presentedin [68], which includesHKS and WKS as special256

cases. A classic workin shape retrieval applications is the257

Shape Google algorithm [69], which aggregates spectral de-258

scriptorsbased on theBag-of-Features framework.Later, as259

thespatial partition version,anintrinsic spatial pyramid match-260

ing algorithm wasdevelopedin [70]. Despite the elegance and261

popularity of these spectral methods, they require the input3D262

models to have a manifold data structure, which is unrealistic263

for mostmodels collected from theweb. Therefore, extra pre-264

processingis generally needed to remeshthe surfacesbefore265

feeding theminto the framework.266

2.3. Semantics-based 3D model retrieval techniques267

Semantics-based 3D model retrieval techniques incorporate268

high-level semantic information of the query and/or 3D mod-269

els into the retrieval process to bridge the semantic gap existing270

in traditional content-based 3D model retrieval techniques. A271

surveyof three typical semantics processingtechniques(rele-272

vance feedback, machine learning, and ontology)is presented273

in [71]. Typical semantics-based 3D retrieval approaches in-274

clude relevance feedback [72], semantic labeling [73], neural275

networks [74], supervised [75, 76, 77, 78] or semi-supervised276

[79, 80, 81]learning, boosting [82], prototypes [83], autotag-277

ging [84], spectral clustering [85], manifold ranking [86], se-278

mantic tree [87], feature dimension reduction [88], semantic279

subspaces [89], class distances [54], semantics annotationof280

3D models[90], semantic correspondences [91], and sparse281

structure regularized ranking [92].282

Recently, the attribute-based semantic approach has be-283

come popular andhasdemonstrated promising performance,284

such as multiple shape indexes (attributes) [93]and attribute-285

augmented semantic hierarchy [94]. Gong et al. [95] proposed286

to use attribute signature (AS) and reference set signature(RSS)287

to perform semantic 3D model retrieval. They selected 11 at-288

tributes including symmetry, flexibility, rectilinearity, circular-289

ity, dominant-plane, long, thin, swim, fly, stand with leg(s), and290

natural. They found that their high-level semantic approaches291

(AS and RSS) can complement low-level features, and they292

non-trivially improve the retrieval performance when usedin293

combination. They alsomentionedthat one advantage of their294

semantic features is the compactness (making themefficient for295

large-scale retrieval scenarios).296

The following evaluated algorithms belong to this type:297

Aono’s machine learning-based method CSLBP* (Sec-298

tion 5.1.1); the manifold ranking-based approaches, including299

Furuya’s MR-D1SIFT and MR-VM-1SIFT (Section 5.1.3) and300

Tatsuma’s LCDR-DBSVC (Section 5.1.5) Query-by-Model al-301

gorithms; and Furuya’s CDMR (Section 5.2.1) and Tatsuma’s302

SCMR-OPHOG (Section 5.2.3) Query-by-Sketch algorithms.303

2.4. 3D model retrieval benchmarks304

A recent overviewof existing sketch-based 3D model re-305

trieval benchmarks is available in [10].Hence, we mainly con-306

centrate on the review of currently available generic or special-307

ized 3D model retrieval benchmarks for the Query-by-Model308

retrieval.309

2.4.1. Generic 3D model retrieval benchmarks310

To evaluate the performanceof a generic 3D model re-311

trieval algorithm,researchershave built generic 3D model re-312

trieval benchmarks including: the Princeton Shape Bench-313

mark (PSB) [7], the SHREC’12 Generic Track Benchmark314

(SHREC12GTB) [96], the Toyohashi Shape Benchmark315

(TSB) [97], andthe Konstanz 3D Model Benchmark (CCCC)316

[59].317

2.4.2. Specialized 3D model retrieval benchmarks318

Specialized 3D model retrieval benchmarks are dedicated to319

testing the performance of a 3D model retrieval algorithm ona320

particular type of 3D models, such as non-rigid, watertight, or321

professional.For example, the following specialized 3D bench-322

marksexist: the Watertight Model Benchmark (WMB) [98],323

the McGill 3D Shape Benchmark (MSB) [99], Bonn’s Archi-324

tecture Benchmark (BAB) [100], and the Engineering Shape325

Benchmark (ESB) [101].326

Table 1 lists the basic classification information of the above327

eight benchmarkswhereasFig. 2 shows some example models328

for the four specialized benchmarks. We selected these eight329

benchmarks tocreatethe 3D target dataset of our benchmark.330

Aside fromthe above mentioned benchmarks, there are sev-331

eral other benchmarks or 3D model resourcesthat may have332

overlap with theeight benchmarks we selected. They include:333

(1) generic 3D model datasets liketheNational Taiwan Univer-334

sity 3D model database (NTU) [37], the NIST dataset [102],335

the AIM@SHAPE Shape Repository [103],and theSHREC336

contests datasets (generic retrieval tracks, 2006∼2014) [104];337

(2) specialized 3D model retrieval benchmarks likethe338

TOSCA [105] and SHREC contests datasets (non-rigid, wa-339

tertight, textured 3D, CAD, protein, face, human, range scan or340

parts-based partial retrieval tracks, 2006∼2014) [104].341
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Table 1:Classification information of the eight generic or specialized 3D model retrieval benchmarks.

Benchmarks Types Number of models Number of classes Average number of models per class

PSB Generic
907 (train) 90 (train) 10 (train)

907 (test) 92 (test) 10 (test)

SHREC12GTB Generic 1,200 60 20

TSB Generic 10,000 352 28

CCCC Generic 473 55 9

WMB Watertight (articulated) 400 20 20

MSB Articulated 457 19 24

BAB Architecture 2,257
183 (function-based) 12 (function-based)

180 (form-based) 13 (form-based)

ESB CAD 867 45 19

(a) ESB

(b) MSB

(c) WMB

(d) BAB

Figure 2: Example 3D models inESB, MSB, WMB andBAB datasets.

3. Benchmark342

3.1. Motivationand considerations343

The benchmarkwasmotivated by the latest large collection344

of human-drawn sketches built by Eitz et al. [6]. To explore345

human sketch recognition and how humansdraw sketches, they346

collected 20,000 human-drawn sketches, categorized into 250347

classes, each with 80 sketches. This sketch dataset is exhaus-348

tive in terms of the number of object categories. Thus, we be-349

lieve that a 3D model retrieval benchmark based on their ob-350

ject categorizations will be more comprehensive and appropri-351

ate thanother currently available 3D retrieval benchmarks to352

more objectively and accurately evaluate thereal-world per-353

formance of a 3D model retrieval algorithm. In addition, the354

sketch dataset avoids the bias issue sinceit containsthe same355

number of sketches for every class, and the number of sketches356

for one class is also adequate for a large-scale retrieval bench-357

mark. Moreover, the sketch variation within one class is also358

sufficient.359

SHREC13STB [5] has found 1,258 relevant models for 90360

of the 250 classes from thePSB benchmark. However, it is361

neithercompletenor large enough.160 classes, i.e., the ma-362

jority, havenot been included. Thus, wefelt a new 3D model363

retrieval benchmark based on Eitz et al.’s sketch dataset and364

SHREC13STB, but extended by finding more models from365

other 3D data sources, was needed. It is usefulfor the proper366

evaluation of sketch-basedor model query-based3D model re-367

trieval algorithms, especiallytheirscalability, which is very im-368

portantin practice.369

To this end, we built a unified large-scale benchmark370

supporting both sketch and model queries by extending371

SHREC13STB by means ofidentifying and consolidating rele-372

vant models for the 250 classes of sketches from the majorprior373

3D shaperetrieval benchmarks. When creating the benchmark,374

our target was to find models for as many of the 250 classes as375

possible, and, for each class, to find as many models as possi-376

ble. These previous benchmarks have been compiled with dif-377

ferent goals in mind and, to date, havenot been considered in378

combination. Our work is the first to integrate them to form379

a new, larger benchmark corpus forboth Query-by-Model and380

Query-by-Sketch retrieval.381

3.2. Building process382

Based on the above considerations, to build up a better383

and more comprehensive large-scale 3D retrieval benchmark,384

we extend the search toeight available benchmarks. To385

avoid adding replicate models,aside fromthe PSB used in386

SHREC13STB, the othersevenavailable 3D model bench-387

mark sourcesweconsidered include theSHREC12GTB, TSB,388

CCCC, WMB, MSB, BAB, andESB, as listed in Table 1.389

We (one undergraduate student, one master student, one re-390

searcher with a master degree and one with a Ph.D. degree)391

adopted a voting scheme to classify models. Forthe classifi-392

cation of each model, we obtainedat least two votes. If these393

two votes agreewith each other, we confirm that the classifica-394

tion is correct; otherwise, we performeda third vote to finalize395

the classification.During the building process, we only kept396

one model for the models that have duplicate copies spanning397

different source datasets.398

In the end, we found 13,680 sketches and 8,987 models, clas-399

sified into 171 classes (for the remaining 79 classes we did not400
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find relevant models in the selected benchmarks), which sub-401

stantially increase the scale of the benchmark and form the cur-402

rently largest unified retrieval benchmark. The average number403

of models in each class is 53, which is also much more than any404

of the benchmarks in Table 1. This benchmark provides an im-405

portant resource for the community of 3D model retrieval and406

will likely foster the development of practical Query-by-Model407

and Query-by-Sketch 3D retrieval applications.408

3.3. Unifiedlarge scalebenchmark:LSB409

Our extended large-scale 3D model retrieval benchmark410

(LSB) 1 is motivated bythe latest large collection of human-411

drawn sketches built by Eitz et al. [6] andtheSHREC’13 Sketch412

Track Benchmark (SHREC13STB) [5]. The details of the413

benchmark are as follows.414

3.3.1. 2Dsketchdataset415

The 2D sketch query set contains 13,680 sketches (171416

classes, each with 80 sketches) from Eitz et al.’s [6] human417

sketch recognition dataset, each of which has relevant models418

in the selected 3D benchmarks. This sketch dataset was used419

as the 2D query sketch dataset in evaluating large scale sketch-420

based 3D shape retrieval algorithms in the SHREC’14 track on421

large scale sketch-based 3D shape retrieval[2].422

3.3.2. 3Dmodeldataset423

In total, the 3D model datasetof the LSB benchmark con-424

tains 8,987 models classified into 171 classes. Each model425

is saved inthe “.OFF” format as a text file. This 3D dataset426

was used in evaluating Query-by-Model 3D shape retrieval al-427

gorithms in the SHREC’14 track on comprehensive 3D shape428

retrieval [1]. It was also used as the target 3D model dataset429

in evaluating sketch-based 3D shape retrieval algorithms in430

the SHREC’14 track on extended large scale sketch-based 3D431

shape retrieval[2].432

3.3.3. Groundtruth433

All the sketches and models are categorized according to the434

classifications in Eitz et al. [6] and the selected source bench-435

marks, respectively. In our classification and evaluation,we436

adopt the class namesfrom Eitz et al. [6].437

3.3.4. Training and testing subsets438

To evaluate and compare the performance of both learning-439

based and non-learning based Query-by-Sketch 3D model re-440

trieval algorithms,we randomly selected 50 sketches from each441

class for training and used the remaining 30 sketches per class442

for testing, while the 3D model dataset as a whole was used for443

both training and testing.444

1The large-scale 3D model retrieval benchmark (LSB) is availableathttp:
//www.itl.nist.gov/iad/vug/sharp/contest/2014/SBR/.

3.4. Properties of theLSB benchmark445

Table 2 lists the correspondences between the target 3D446

model dataset ofLSB and its source benchmarks. The indexing447

and mapping relationship between our models and their original448

namesin the source benchmarks, as well as and the name list of449

the 171 classes are available on the websites [1, 2]. The average450

number of vertices per model is 5,233. Though, on average, the451

number of models per class is 53, it ranges from only 1 (i.e.,452

for the basket, cake, fire hydrant, giraffe, lion, owl, parking me-453

ter, parrot, penguin, tennis racket, and van classes) to more than454

600 (i.e., the chair and table classes have632 and 601 mod-455

els, respectively). The 79 classes that we did not find relevant456

modelsfor are listed in Table 3. As can be seen, quite a few457

of them are either only parts (i.e., arm, eye, mouth, foot, and458

feather), or less representative or common to see (i.e., angel,459

boomerang, crane, mermaid, and pretzel), or relatively profes-460

sional (i.e. harp, saxophone, and trombone). Therefore, the 171461

classes for which we have found relevant models in the eight462

major 3D benchmarks are more representative and, as a whole,463

cover the majority of normal objects that appear in ourlives.464

Note that in the area of image retrieval, benchmarks with mil-465

lions of image objects [106] are considered large-scale by cur-466

rent standards. Often, these image benchmarks are obtainedby467

crawling the web. In the 3D object case, compiling publicly468

available object repositories of large size is still a challenge.469

While a lot of 3D content is available in private and commercial470

repositories, the number of unique 3D objects freely available471

on the web is limited. Hence, million-sized 3D object bench-472

marks are not yet realistic. We therefore consider ourLSB473

benchmark large in the sense that it is based on freely available474

and carefully compiled content. Eventually, this situation may475

change due to wider availability and easy-to-use 3D acquisition476

technology (see also Section 7).477

3.5. Evaluation metrics478

3.5.1. General evaluation metrics479

To performa comprehensive evaluation of a retrieval algo-480

rithm based on either a sketch or model query, we employed481

seven commonlyusedperformance metrics [7, 1, 2] in Infor-482

mation Retrieval Evaluation that are also widely used in the3D483

model retrieval field. They are Precision-Recall (PR) diagram,484

Nearest Neighbor (NN), First Tier (FT), Second Tier (ST), E-485

Measures (E), Discounted Cumulated Gain (DCG) [7], and Av-486

erage Precision (AP) [54]. We have developed code [1, 2] to487

computeall of these metrics. Their meaning and definitions are488

listed below.489

• Precision-Recall plot (PR): Assume there aren models in490

the dataset, precisionP is to measure the accuracy of the491

relevant models among the topK (1≤ K ≤ n) ranking re-492

sults, while recallR is the percentage of the relevant class493

that has been retrieved in the topK results.494

• Nearest Neighbor (NN): NN is the precision of the top495

most model.496
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Table 2: Composition of the 8,987 target 3D models in terms of the eight generic or specialized 3D model retrieval benchmarks:the number of used models and its
percentages.

Benchmarks
Generic Non-rigid Professional

PSB SHREC12GTB TSB CCCC WMB MSB BAB ESB

#Used models 1,371 940 4,617 382 44 367 1,239 27

Used percentage 75.6% 78.3% 46.2% 80.8% 11.0% 80.3% 54.9% 3.1%

LSB percentage 15.3% 10.5% 51.4% 4.3% 0.5% 4.1% 13.8% 0.3%

Domain percentage 81.3% 4.6% 14.1%

Table 3:Seventy-nineremaining classes without relevant models in the selected benchmarks.

angel arm backpack bell binoculars boomerang bottle opener bulldozer cactus calculator

canoe carrot cat cloud comb computer mouse crane machine crown donut envelope

eye feather flashlight foot frying pan grenade hamburger harp head phones hedgehog

hot dog ipod lobster loudspeaker megaphone mermaid moon mosquitomouse (animal) mouth

nose panda paper clip parachute pigeon pineapple pizza power outlet present pretzel

purse radio rainbow revolver rollerblades rooster SantaClaus saxophone snail snowboard

socks speed boat sponge bob squirrel strawberry streetlight sun swan T-shirt tiger

tomato toothbrush tractor trombone trousers trumpet walkie-talkie wheelbarrow zebra

• First Tier (FT): Assume there areC relevant models in497

the database, FT is the recall of the topC-1 (for Query-by-498

Model retrieval,excluding the query model itself) or the499

topC (for Query-by-Sketch retrieval) retrieved models.500

• Second Tier (ST): Similarly, ST is the recall of the top501

2(C-1) (for Query-by-Model retrieval) or the top 2C (for502

Query-by-Sketch retrieval) retrieved models.503

• E-Measure (E): Since generally people are more inter-
ested in the retrieval resultson the first page, E-Measure
is defined [7] to measure thecompositeretrieval perfor-
mance ofboth precision and recall ofthe top 32 retrieved
models(that is, the exact results that usually can be shown
within one page),

E =
2

1
P +

1
R

. (1)

• Discounted Cumulated Gain (DCG): The positions
where the relevant models appearin the retrieval listare
importantsince people are more interested in the models
in the front part of the list.DCG is therefore defined as the
normalized summed weighted value about the positions of
the relevant models. To compute DCG, the retrieval l ist R
is first transformed into a vector G, whereGi=1 if Ri is a
relevant model, otherwiseGi=0. Then, DCG is computed
according to the following equation:

DCGi =


G1 i = 1,

DCGi−1 +
Gi

lg2 i otherwise.

Finally, it is normalized by itsoptimum:

DCG =
DCGn

1+
∑C

j=2
1

lg2 j

. (2)

• Average Precision (AP): AP is used to measure the over-504

all performance. It is computed as the total area under the505

Precision-Recall curve. Therefore, it combines both preci-506

sion and recall.507

We need to mention that, for the seven metrics above, a508

higher value indicates better performance.509

3.5.2. Weighted evaluation metrics510

Besides the common definitions of the evaluation metrics, we511

also have developed two weightedversionsfor the benchmark512

by incorporating the model variations in each class. Basically,513

we use the number of available models to define the model vari-514

ation. We assume there is a linear correlation between the num-515

ber of available models in one class and the degree of variation516

of the class. Therefore, we adopt a weight based on the number517

of models or its reciprocal to define each weighted performance518

metric.519

The proportionally mp and reciprocally mr weighted metrics520

(m=NN/FT/ST/E/DCG/AP) are defined as follows.521

mp =

∑M
i=1 ni ·mi∑M

i=1 ni

, (3)

mr =

∑M
i=1

1
ni
·mi

∑M
i=1

1
ni

, (4)

where M is the total number of model/sketch queries,ni is522

the size ofthe class to which theith querybelongs,andmi is523

the non-weighted NN/FT/ST/E/DCG/AP metric value for the524

ith query. mp assigns bigger weights to the classes with more525

variations. In contrast, mr highlights theoverall performance526

in retrievingdiverseclassesby assigning bigger weights to the527

classes with few models/variations.It is also intended to avoid528

the bias on the performance evaluation because of the different529

number of models in different classes.530
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4. Contributors531

The first five authors of this paper built the above benchmark532

and organized the SHREC’14 tracks on the topics of large scale533

comprehensive and sketch-based 3D model retrieval as well as534

this follow-up study. Information about the other contributors535

of the two tracks is listed next.536

4.1. Query-by-Model retrieval537

There arefive groups who have successfully participated in538

the SHREC’14 Comprehensive 3D Shape Retrieval track. In539

total, they have submittedfourteendissimilarity matrices.In540

addition, a new group (Zhang et al.) has contributed seven541

new methods and the organizers also ran the PANORAMA [53]542

method on our benchmark based on the publically available ex-543

ecutable [107]. Below aredetails about the contributors and544

their twenty-tworuns.545

• CSLBP-Run-1, CSLBP-Run-2, CSLBP-Run-3, HSR-DE546

and KVLAD submitted by Masaki Aono, Nihad Karim547

Chowdhury, Hitoshi Koyanagi, and Ryuichi Kosaka from548

Toyohashi University of Technology, Japan (Section 5.1.1)549

• DBNAADERE submitted by Qiang Chen and Bin Fang550

from Chongqing University, China (Section 5.1.2)551

• BF-DSIFT, VM-1SIFT, MR-BF-DSIFT, MR-D1SIFTand552

MR-VM-1SIFTsubmitted by Takahiko Furuya and Ryu-553

tarou Ohbuchi fromthe University of Yamanashi, Japan554

(Section 5.1.3)555

• ZFDR submitted by Bo Li and Yijuan Lu from Texas556

State University, USA; and Henry Johan from Fraunhofer557

IDM@NTU, Singapore (Section 5.1.4)558

• DBSVCandLCDR-DBSVCsubmitted by Atsushi Tatsuma559

and Masaki Aono from Toyohashi University of Technol-560

ogy, Japan (Section5.1.5)561

• MSD, SDS, MFF-EW, SHELL, SECTOR, SECSHELL, and562

D2 submitted by Chaoli Zhang, Haisheng Li, and Yajuan563

Wan from the Beijing Technology and Business Univer-564

sity, China (Section 5.1.6)565

• PANORAMA [53]submitted by the organizers based on566

the results from the publicly available executable [107]567

4.2. Query-by-Sketch retrieval568

Four groups have participated in the SHREC’14 track on Ex-569

tended Large Scale Sketch-Based 3D Shape Retrieval.Twelve570

rank list results (runs) forsix different methods developed by571

four groups have been submitted. The participants and their572

runs are listednext.573

• BF-fGALIF, CDMR (σS M=0.1, α=0.6), CDMR574

(σS M=0.1, α=0.3), CDMR (σS M=0.05, α=0.6), and575

CDMR (σS M=0.05, α=0.3) submitted by Takahiko576

Furuya and Ryutarou Ohbuchi from the University of577

Yamanashi, Japan (Section 5.2.1)578

• SBR-VC (α=1) andSBR-VC (α = 1
2) submitted by Bo Li579

and Yijuan Lu from Texas State University, USA; Henry580

Johan from Fraunhofer IDM@NTU, Singapore; and Mar-581

tin Burtscher from Texas State University, USA (Sec-582

tion 5.2.2)583

• OPHOG and SCMR-OPHOGsubmitted by Atsushi Tat-584

suma and Masaki Aono from Toyohashi University of585

Technology, Japan (Section 5.2.3)586

• BOF-JESC (Words800VQ), BOF-JESC (Words1000587

VQ), and BOF-JESC (FVPCA32Words128)submitted588

by Changqing Zou fromthe Chinese Academy of Sci-589

ences, China; Hongbo Fu from the City University of590

Hong Kong, China; and Jianzhuang Liu from Huawei591

Technologies Co. Ltd., China (Section 5.2.4)592

To provide an even better overview of the twenty-six evalu-593

ated 3D model retrieval algorithms, we classify them in Table 4594

based on the following taxonomy: type of feature (e.g., view-595

based, geometric, or hybrid), feature coding/matching methods596

(e.g., direct feature matching (DFM), Bag-of-Words (BoW) or597

Bag-of-Features (BoF) framework, super-vector coding (SVC),598

or sparse coding (SC)), learning scheme (e.g., manifold learn-599

ing (MR), supervised learning (SL), unsupervised learning600

(USL), or deep learning (DL)), and semantic information (e.g.,601

usage of classification or label information). However, since 3D602

model retrieval methods have become more and more complex603

due to involvement of different local/global/hybrid features, di-604

verse feature coding methods and various machine learning605

strategies or semantic information are being used, making it dif-606

ficult to provide both a descriptive and a compact taxonomy to607

classify and differentiate 3D model retrieval algorithms.608

We also need to mention that each method has some param-609

eter settings, which can be found in the following section on610

method description.611

5. Methods612

5.1. Query-by-Model retrieval methods613

5.1.1. Hybrid shape descriptors CSLBP*, HSR-DE, and614

KVLAD, by M. Aono, N.K., Chowdhury, H. Koyanagi,615

and R. Kosaka616

We have investigated accurate 3D shape descriptors over the617

years for massive 3D shape datasets. In the Large Scale Com-618

prehensive 3D Shape Retrieval track, we have attempted to ap-619

ply three different methods with five runs. Note that all the five620

runs, we apply pose normalization [85] as preprocessing.621

For the first three runs, we applied CSLBP*, a hybrid622

shape descriptor, composed ofCenter-SymmetricLocalBinary623

Pattern (CSLBP) feature [108],Entropy descriptor [109], and624

optional Chain Code (CC). The difference between the three625

runs comes from the number of view projections and the ex-626

istence of the optional CC: 16 views for CSLBP in Run-1, 24627

views for CSLBP in Run-2 and Run-3, while no CC for Run-1628

and Run-2 and CC addition in Run-3. CSLBP* is computed by629

first generating depth buffer images from multiple viewpoints630
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Table 4:Classification of the twenty-six evaluated methods. When classifying Query-by-Sketch methods, we refer to [10] for “Feature type”: local or global 2D
feature. DFM: direct feature matching, BoW: Bag-of-Words, SVC: super-vector coding, BoF: Bag-of-Features, SL: supervised learning, MR: manifold ranking,
LCDR: Locally Constrained Diffusion Ranking, CDMR: Cross-Domain Manifold Ranking.

Index Evaluated Feature type Feature coding/matching Learning scheme Semantic Section Reference(s)
method information

Query-by-Model

1 CSLBP hybrid DFM no no 5.1.1 [108, 109]

2 HSR-DE hybrid DFM no no 5.1.1 [110]

3 KVLAD view-based DFM SL yes 5.1.1 [49, 50]

4 DBNAA DERE hybrid DFM no no 5.1.2 [111]

5 BF-DSIFT view-based BoW no no 5.1.3 [96, 112, 113]

6 VM-1SIFT view-based DFM no no 5.1.3 [96, 112]

7 MR-BF-DSIFT view-based BoW MR no 5.1.3 [96, 112, 113, 114]

8 MR-D1SIFT view-based BoW + DFM MR no 5.1.3 [96, 112, 113, 114]

9 MR-VM-1SIFT view-based DFM MR no 5.1.3 [96, 112, 114]

10 ZFDR hybrid DFM no no 5.1.4 [54]

11 DBSVC view-based SVC no no 5.1.5 [115, 116]

12 LCDR-DBSVC view-based SVC MR (LCDR) no 5.1.5 [115, 116, 117]

13 MFF-EW hybrid DFM no yes 5.1.6 [118, 119, 79]

14 MSD geometric DFM no no 5.1.6 [58]

15 SDS geometric DFM no no 5.1.6 [17]

16 SHELL geometric DFM no no 5.1.6 [17]

17 SECTOR geometric DFM no no 5.1.6 [17]

18 SECSHELL geometric DFM no no 5.1.6 [17]

19 D2 geometric DFM no no 5.1.6 [58]

20 PANORAMA hybrid DFM no no 2.1.4 [53]

Query-by-Sketch

21 BF-fGALIF local BoW no no 5.2.1 [120, 10]

22 CDMR local BoW MR (CDMR) no 5.2.1 [120, 10]

23 SBR-VC global DFM no no 5.2.2 [121, 5, 10]

24 OPHOG local DFM no no 5.2.3 [122]

25 SCMR-OPHOG local DFM MR (SCMR) no 5.2.3 [122, 123, 117]

26 BOF-JESC local BoF no no 5.2.4 [124, 125, 126]

for a given 3D shape object, then by analyzing gray-scale in-631

tensities to produce three-resolution level histograms (in our632

implementation, 256×256, 128×128, and 64×64), having 16633

bins each, after segmenting each depth-buffer image into sub-634

images (16, 8, 4, respectively). In addition to CSLBP, we have635

augmented it with “Entropy”, trying to capture the randomness636

of surface shapes, resulting in CSLBP*.637

For the fourth run, we applied HSR-DE, another hybrid shape638

descriptor, composed of multiple Fourier spectra obtainedby639

Hole, Surface-Roughness, Depth-buffer, Contour, Line, Circle,640

and Edge images, an extension to the method we published in641

[110]. Figure 3 illustrates the method adopted in Run-4.642

For the fifth run, we applied KVLAD, a supervised learn-643

ing method we developed by combining non-linear scale space644

[49] with the Vector of Locally Aggregated Descriptor (VLAD )645

[50]. For the training stage, we employ SHREC2011 data and646

generate a code book of size 500, which is used for distance647

computation during the testing stage.648

KVLAD is a combination of the KAZE local feature [49],
which is supposed to be free from blurring along the sharp edge,
with the location sensitive encoding scheme VLAD to produce

“Visual Features”, which was introduced by Jégou et al. [50].
VLAD differs from the histogram-based bag of visual words
(BoVW) model in that it maintains the residual vector during
the encoding procedure of visual features. VLAD can be repre-
sented by the following formula:

vi =
∑

x∈Γi

(x − ci), (5)

wherei = 1,2, ...,K, ci is the centroid of thei-th clusterΓi , andx
is a local feature in the clusterΓi . Each element of vectorvi has
the same dimension of local features. Assume that we haved
dimensional local features, then plain VLAD can be regardedas
a d × K dimensional matrix. Although Jégou et al. suggest that
dimension reduction of plain VLAD works reasonably well, we
keep all the data as they are. The KVLAD visual feature is
represented by the following:

V ≡ [v1, v2, ..., vK ]. (6)

Dissimilarity computation is carried out such that we compute
Euclidean distance between the visual features extracted from
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Figure 3: An example of HSR-DE (Hole and Surface-Roughness descriptors
with Depth-buffer and Edge features augmented) before conversion to Fourier
spectra.

a query and the visual features of each 3D model. Assume that
a visual feature for a query is given byQ, and an arbitrary 3D
model is given byV. The distance or the dissimilarity between
them is computed as follows:

dist(Q,V) =

√√√ K∑

i=1

d∑

j=1

(Qi, j − Vi, j)2. (7)

The search results computed from the above equation are649

ranked in ascending order.650

5.1.2. 3D model retrieval descriptor DBNAADERE, by Q.651

Chen and B. Fang [111]652

Figure 4:DBNAA DERE feature extraction procedure.

We propose a combined 3D model feature named653

DBNAA DERE which contains five different features: D2 [58],654

Depth Buffer images (DE) feature, Ray Extent (RE) [59] fea-655

ture, Bounding Box feature, and Normal Angle Area feature.656

Based on the analysis on model surfaces, for each vertex we657

compute the mean angle and the average area of its adjacent658

faces and then use them to form a joint 2D histogram distri-659

bution, which we name Normal Angle Area feature. Then, we660

extract the D2 [58] feature and Bounding Box feature for each661

model, followed by linearly combining all the three features to-662

gether based on fixed weights to form a new feature named D2663

Bounding Box Normal Area feature (DBNAA) [111]. At last,664

we combine our DBNAA feature with Depth Buffer (DE) [59]665

and Ray Extent (RE) [59] features to build a more powerful fea-666

ture named DBNAADERE [111]. Figure 4 shows the feature667

extraction procedure.668

(1) DBNAA feature extraction. DBNAA comprises three669

components: D2 feature, Bounding Box feature and Normal670

Angle Area feature. The well-known D2 feature is first intro-671

duced by Osada et al. [58]. Here we use D2 as a component672

of our combined feature, and choose the parameters as follows:673

N=1024 samples andB=1024 bins, which means we sample674

N=1024 sample points and divide the histogram into 1024 bins.675

Finally, we have a 1024-dimensional vector to represent each676

model.677

Bounding Box feature of a model is extracted after applying678

Continuous Principle Component Analysis (CPCA) [59] on it679

for pose normalization.680

L = {Zmax− Zmin,Ymax− Ymin,Xmax− Xmin}, (8)

FBB = { rank(L,1)
rank(L,2)

,
rank(L,2)
rank(L,3)

}, (9)

whereZmax/Zmin is the maximum/minimum value of thez-axis681

coordinates of all the vertices of the model. Similar are with682

Ymax/Ymin and Xmax/Xmin. rank() is a function to sort the vec-683

tor in ascending order,rank(L,1) means the first number in the684

sorted vectorL. Finally, we get a two-dimensional vectorFBB685

to represent the Bounding Box feature of the model.686

NAA feature is based on the mean angleA and average area687

S of each vertex,688

A =
1

Nv j

∑

{ni ,n j }⊂Fv j

ni · n j , (10)

S =
1

Nv j

Nv j∑

i=1

Si , (11)

whereNv j is the number of adjacent faces of thej-th vertex.689

Fv j is a set of the normals of the adjacent faces of thej-th ver-690

tex, whileni /n j is the normal of facei/ j. Si is the area of thei-th691

face, andS is the average area of the adjacent faces. An illustra-692

tion to demonstrate theA andS joint distribution can be found693

in [111]. After obtaining the mean angleA and average area694

S, we can use them to form a joint 2D distribution histogram,695

where bothA andS are divided intoN bins. N is empirically696

set to be 16. NAA feature is therefore anN*N feature matrix.697

According to our experiments, NAA feature is suitable to dif-698

ferentiate models with similar D2 features.699

After getting the above three types of features, we combine
the three features as below,

dDBNAA= α ∗ dD + β ∗ dB + (1− α − β) ∗ dNAA, (12)

whereα andβ are set as follows:α=0.65, andβ=0.15 according700

to our experiments on the SHREC’12 Track: Generic 3D Shape701

Retrieval [96] dataset.dD is a scalar, which means theℓ1-norm702

D2 distance of two models.dB anddNAA are the Bounding Box703
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and Normal Angle Area feature distance, respectively. We need704

to mention that when combining features we should first nor-705

malize different feature distances, which can be found in [111].706

(2) DBNAA DERE feature combination. Inspired by the
idea proposed in Li and Johan [54], we also integrate the Depth
Buffer-based (DE) and Ray-Extent (RE) [59] features by adopt-
ing a similar framework as DBNAA:

dDBNAA DERE = α ∗ dDBNAA+ β ∗ dDE + (1− α − β) ∗ dRE. (13)

We setα=0.3 andβ=0.35, which are similarly based on the707

experiments on the SHREC’12 Track: Generic 3D Shape Re-708

trieval [96] dataset.709

Since the label information for the test dataset of the bench-710

mark is assumed unknown for the purpose of benchmarking,711

our class information-based retrieval method is not applicable712

here. For more details about the shape descriptor computation,713

please refer to [111].714

5.1.3. Visualfeaturecombination for 3D modelretrieval, by T.715

Furuya and R. Ohbuchi716

717

Figure 5: Two feature-adaptive distances computed from two visual features
(BF-DSIFT and VM-1SIFT) are fused by summation.

Our algorithm is essentially the same as the one described in718

[96] and [112]. Figure 5 illustrates overall processing flowof719

the algorithm. It starts with multi-viewpoint rendering of3D720

models, followed by extraction of a global visual feature and a721

set of local visual features from an image rendered from a view.722

A distance between a pair of 3D models is computedas a sum723

of distances learned from two distinct features.724

Our algorithm employs a view-based approach for it is able to725

compare 3D models in almost any shape representations, e.g.,726

polygon soup, open mesh, or point cloud. A set of local fea-727

tures aggregated by using Bag-of-Features (BF) approach (BF-728

DSIFT below) is known to attain certain invariance against ar-729

ticulation of 3D shapes, e.g., bending of joints. Such a feature,730

however, is incapable of distinguishing differences among rigid731

shapes, e.g, pipes bent in U shape and in S shape. Thus, a732

fusion of an aggregated local feature, which is insensitiveto733

deformation or articulation, with a global feature sensitive to734

global deformation and articulation (VM-1SIFT below) could735

improve overall accuracy.736

Visualfeatureextraction. Our method first renders a 3D model737

into range images from multiple viewpoints spaced uniformly738

in solid anglespace. For the SHREC’14 Comprehensive 3D739

Shape Retrieval track, we used 42 viewpoints. Image resolution740

for each range image is 256×256 pixels. Then the algorithm ex-741

tracts a set of local visual features, Dense SIFT (DSIFT) [113],742

from each range image. The algorithm also extracts a global743

visual features, One SIFT (1SIFT) [112] from a range image.744

For DSIFT visual featureextraction, we randomly and745

densely sample feature points on the range image with prior746

to concentrate feature points on or near 3D model in the im-747

age (see Figure 6 (b)). From each feature point sampled on the748

image, we extract SIFT [127], which is a multi-scale, rotation-749

invariant local visual feature. The number of feature points per750

image is set to 300 as in [113], resulting in about 13k DSIFT751

features per 3D model. The set of dense local features areag-752

gregatedinto a single feature vector per 3D model by usingthe753

BF approach. We usetheERC-Tree algorithm [128] to accel-754

erate both codebook learning (clustering of local features) and755

vector quantization of local features into visual words. A fre-756

quency histogram of vector-quantized DSIFT features becomes757

a Bag-of-Features DSIFT, or BF-DSIFT feature vector for the758

3D model.759

(a) Original SIFT [127] (b) DSIFT (c) 1SIFT

Figure 6: Our method combines dense local visual feature (DSIFT) and global
visual feature (1SIFT).

For 1SIFT extraction, we sample a feature point at the cen-760

ter of the range image and extract a SIFT feature from a large761

region covering the entire 3D model (see Figure 6 (c)). The762

number of 1SIFT per model is equal to the number of render-763

ing viewpoints, i.e.,42. Note that the set of 1SIFT features is764

not BF-aggregatedbut is compared per-feature (i.e., per-view).765

Thus, the matching algorithm by using 1SIFT is called per-766

View Matching 1SIFT (VM-1SIFT).767

Distancecomputation. Ourmethod usestwo different distance768

metrics for retrieval ranking; (1) fixed distance and (2) feature-769

adaptive distance learned by using Manifold Ranking (MR) al-770

gorithm [114].771

(1) Fixed distance. Symmetric version of Kullback-Leibler
Divergence (KLD) is used as fixed distance metric. KLD per-
forms well when comparing a pair of probability distributions,
i.e., histograms. For the BF-DSIFT,thedistance between a pair
of 3D modelsxi , x j is equivalent to KLD between BF-DSIFT
feature vectors of the two models (Equation (14)). For the VM-
1SIFT,thedistance between a pair of 3D models is calculated
by using Equation (15) whereNv is the number of 1SIFT fea-
tures per model andxip is 1SIFT feature extracted from the view
p of 3D modelxi .

dBF−DS IFT(xi , x j) = dKLD(xi , x j), (14)
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dVM−1S IFT(xi , x j) =
Nv∑

p=1

min
1≤q≤Nv

dKLD(xip, x jq). (15)

(2) Feature-adaptive distance. To improve distance metric772

among 3D models, we computefeature-adaptivedistances on773

a manifold of 3D model features. To do so, we apply the MR774

algorithm to each of the BF-DSIFT feature manifold and the775

VM-1SIFT feature manifold. For each feature, we first generate776

a Nm × Nm affinity matrix W whereNm is the number of 3D777

models (Nm=8,987for Query-by-Model retrieval onLSB) and778

Wi j indicates similarity between a pair of 3D modelsxi , x j . Wi j779

is computed by using thefollowing equation,780

Wi j =


exp(− d(xi ,x j )

σ
) if i , j,

0 otherwise,

whered is fixed distance of either BF-DSIFT (Equation (14))781

or VM-1SIFT (Equation (15)).782

We normalizeW by computingS = D−
1
2 WD−

1
2 whereD is a783

diagonal matrix whose diagonal element isDii =
∑

j Wi j .784

We use the following closed form solution for the MR to find
relevance values inF given “source” vectorY. In the source
vectorY, an element corresponding to the query 3D model is set
to 1 to serve as the source of diffusion, while the other elements
corresponding to the database 3D models are set to 0.Fi j is the
relevance value between 3D modelsi and j. A higher relevance
means a higher similarity, or a smaller diffusion distance.

F = (I − αS)−1Y. (16)

We add prefix “MR-” before the feature comparison method785

to indicate MR-processed algorithms (MR-BF-DSIFT and MR-786

VM-1SIFT). For parameters, we useσ=0.005 andα=0.975 for787

MR-BF-DSIFT, and useσ=0.0025 andα=0.9 for MR-VM-788

1SIFT.To further improve retrieval accuracy, we combine dif-789

fusion distances of thetwo features. The diffusion distances of790

MR-BF-DSIFT and MR-VM-1SIFT are normalized and then791

summed with equal weight (MR-D1SIFT).792

5.1.4. Hybridshapedescriptor ZFDR, by B. Li, Y. Lu and H.793

Johan [54]794

795

The comprehensive 3D model dataset contains both generic796

and professional (e.g. CAD and architecture models), rigidand797

non-rigid, articulated and non-articulated, watertight and non-798

watertight models. Due to the variations in the types and robust-799

ness considerations in retrieval performance, we employ the hy-800

brid shape descriptor ZFDR devised in [54] which integrates801

both visual and geometric information of a 3D model:Zernike802

moments andFourier descriptor features of 13 cube-based sam-803

ple views; Depth information feature of 6 depth buffer views804

andRay-based features based on ray shooting from the center805

of the model to its farthest surface intersection points.Visual806

information-based features (e.g.,Z and F) have good perfor-807

mance in characterizing some classes like “sea animal”, butfor808

some other types of models like “car”, depth buffer-based fea-809

tures (e.g.,D andR) are better [83]. We optimally integrate the810

above four different but complementary features to formulate811

the hybrid shape descriptor ZFDR to increase its differentiation812

power.813

Figure 7 illustrates the overview of the feature extraction814

process: 3D model normalization mainly utilizing Continuous815

Principle Component Analysis (CPCA) [59] and extraction of816

four component featuresZ, F, D andR. The detailsof the re-817

trieval algorithmare described as follows.818

(1) View sampling. As a tradeoff between efficiency and ac-819

curacy, the approach sets cameras on the 4 top corners, 3 adja-820

cent face centers and 6 middle edge points of a cube to generate821

13 silhouette views to represent a 3D model.822

(2) Zernike moments and Fourier descriptors features823

(ZF). For each silhouette view, up to 10th order Zernike mo-824

ments [129] (totally 35 moments) and first 10 centroid distance-825

based Fourier descriptors [130] are computed to respectively826

represent the region-based and contour-based visual features of827

thethe silhouette views of the3D model.828

(3) Depth information and Ray-based features (DR). To829

improve the versatility of the descriptor in characterizing di-830

verse types of models, the depth buffer-based feature and ray-831

based with spherical harmonic representation feature developed832

by Vranic [59] are integrated into the hybrid shape descrip-833

tor. The executable files [59] are utilized to extract the 438-834

dimensionalD and 136-dimensionalR features.835

(4) ZFDR hybrid shape descriptor distance. Scaled-ℓ1836

(scaling each component of two feature vectors by their respec-837

tive ℓ1-norm before computing the summed component-wise838

ℓ1 distance metric)[59] or Canberra distance(computing the839

ℓ1 component-wise distance between any two components of840

two feature vectors followed by normalizing it by their sum,841

followed by summing all the component-wise distances) [76]842

metric is first applied to measure the component distancesdZ,843

dF , dD, anddR between two models. Then, the hybrid descrip-844

tor distancedZFDR is generated by linearly combining the four845

component distances.846

(5) Distance ranking and retrieval list output. Sort the hy-847

brid distances between the query model and all the models in848

the dataset in ascending order and then list the models accord-849

ingly.850

Please refer to the original paper [54] for more details about851

the feature extraction and retrieval process.852

5.1.5. Unsupervised 3D model retrieval based on Depth853

Buffered Super-Vector Coding and Locally Constrained854

Diffusion Ranking, by A. Tatsuma and M. Aono855

Depth Buffered Super-Vector Coding.We propose a new 3D856

model feature known as Depth Buffered Super-Vector Cod-857

ing (DBSVC), an approach categorized as abag-of-features858

method [131, 113]. DBSVC extracts 3D model features from859

rendered depth buffer images using a super-vector coding860

method[115]. Figure 8 illustrates the generation of our pro-861

posed DBSVC feature.We first apply Point SVD, a pose nor-862

malization method developed previously by the authors [85].863

Post pose normalization, we enclose the 3D model with a unit864

geodesic sphere. From each vertex of the unit geodesic sphere,865
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Figure 7: ZFDR feature extraction process [54].

we render depth buffer images with 300× 300 resolution, and a866

total of 38 viewpoints are defined.867

After image rendering, we extract local features from each868

depth buffer image. The SURF-128 descriptor is a well-869

known local feature vector with outstanding discrimination870

power [116]. The SURF-128 descriptor outperforms the regu-871

lar SURF descriptor, but it turns more sparse.Thus, we apply872

the power and theℓ2 normalization, which diminish the sparse-873

ness of the SURF-128 descriptor, and call it the Power SURF874

descriptor. Moreover, we employ feature augmentation with875

patch coordinates [132]. The Power SURF descriptors are ex-876

tracted from 98× 98 pixel patches arranged every 5 pixels.877

To calculate DBSVC, we generate a codebook of visual878

words in advance. The visual word is thus defined as the cen-879

ter of a cluster obtained by applyingK-means clustering to the880

Power SURF descriptors,which are extracted from 3D mod-881

els in the training dataset prepared by removing the decimated882

and the duplicated models from the NTU 3D Model Dataset883

(NMD) [37]. K-means clustering is performed withK = 2048.884

We calculate DBSVC with the codebook ofK visual words885

v1, . . . , vK . Given a set of local featuresx1, . . . , xN extracted886

from a 3D model, letaki = 1 if xi is assigned tovk and 0 other-887

wise. For eachk = 1, . . . ,K, we define,888

bk =
1
N

N∑

i=1

aki, (17)

ck = c
√

bk, (18)

uk =
1
√

bk

N∑

i=1

aki(xi − vk), (19)

wherec is a nonnegative constant and is chosen as 0.001 in our
implementation. Then the DBSVC feature is obtained by,

fDBS VC= [c1,uT
1 , . . . , cK ,uT

K ]T. (20)

To diminish the sparseness, the DBSVC feature is normalized889

using the power and theℓ2 normalization. We simply calculate890

the Euclidean distance for comparing DBSVC features between891

two 3D models.892
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Figure 8: Overview of the Depth Buffered Super-Vector Coding.

Locally Constrained Diffusion Ranking.We calculate ranking
scores using our modified manifold ranking algorithm. We use
the Locally Constrained Diffusion Process (LCDP) [117] for
calculating the affinity matrix in the manifold ranking algo-
rithm [123], and call this method Locally Constrained Diffusion
Ranking (LCDR). LCDP aims at capturing the geometric struc-
ture of data manifolds, reducing the effect of noisy data points.
Given a set of data pointsf1, . . . , fn, the transition probability

matrix on thek-nearest neighbor graph is defined by,

P = T−1E, (21)

whereEi j = exp(−||fi − f j ||2/σ2) if f j belongs to thek-nearest
neighbors offi andEi j = 0 otherwise, andTii =

∑
j Ei j . Fur-

thermore, LCDP sets a high value to the transition probability
between two data points if all the paths among theirk-nearest
neighbors are short. This property is implemented in the fol-
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lowing update strategy,

W(t + 1) = PW(t)PT . (22)

For the initial affinity matrixW(0), we useasymmetrically nor-
malized affinity matrix, which is defined as

W(0) = Q−1/2AQ−1/2, (23)

whereAi j = exp(−||fi − f j ||2/σ2) andQii =
∑

j Ai j .893

Our LCDR calculates ranking scores using the manifold
ranking algorithm with the affinity matrixW obtained by LCDP.
Given a column vectory = [y1, . . . , yn]T with yi = 1 if fi

is a query andyi = 0 otherwise, the ranking score vector
r = [r1, . . . , rn]T in LCDR is defined by,

r = (I − αM)−1y, (24)

whereM = D−1/2WD−1/2, Dii =
∑

j Wi j , andα ∈ [0,1) is a894

tuning parameter.895

LCDR allows to calculate the ranking scores, which capture896

more geometric structure of data manifolds than the conven-897

tional manifold ranking methods. However, LCDR requires898

much execution time because of calculating the matrix product899

repeatedly. We fixed the LCDR parameters through prelimi-900

nary experiments with the Princeton Shape Benchmark [7]. We901

setk to 12,σ to 0.36,α to 0.99, and the maximum number of902

iterations to 10.903

5.1.6. 3D shape retrieval based on MSD, SDS and MFF-EW,904

byC. Zhang,H. Li, Y.Wan905

To accommodate the characteristics of the large-scale bench-906

mark dataset, we adopt two highly time-efficient geometry-907

based retrieval algorithms, which are modified from Ankerstet908

al.’s Shape Histogram algorithm [17] and Osada et al.’s Shape909

Distribution (D2) algorithm (SD) [58]. In addition, to better910

represent the feature of each category dataset, the multi-feature911

fusion method based on entropy weight is adopted.912

Modified Shape Distribution(MSD). To enhance the perfor-913

mance of the SD,we modify the 3D normalization part in the914

preprocessing step, and construct a cubic spline interpolation915

curve to represent the statistical shape distribution histogram.916

(1) 3D model normalization and sampling. Firstly, we ob-917

tain a model’s gravity center by accumulating the gravitiesof918

all the faces on the surface of the 3D model. Then, we trans-919

late the gravity center to the origin and scale the model to make920

the radius of its bounding sphere to be 1. Consequently, the921

D2 distance feature value is compressed into the range of [0,922

2], which contributes to the scale invariance property of our al-923

gorithm. Finally, we randomly sample 1,024 sample points for924

each model. Figure9 shows examples.925

(2) Cubic spline interpolation curve construction. To bet-926

ter describe the statistical properties of a Shape Distribution927

histogram, a cubic spline interpolation curvewith 1026 control928

points, instead of polynomial fitting or piecewise linear func-929

tion [58], is used to represent the shape distribution. Some ex-930

amples are listed in Figure 10.931

Figure 9:Example sample point sets for normalized 3D models.

Figure 10: Example cubic spline interpolation curvesusedto representthe
Shape Distribution histograms.

Shell-Distance-Sum (SDS)algorithm. 3D Shape Histogram al-932

gorithm [17] can be broadly divided into three types: SHELL,933

SECTOR and SECSHELL. Our SDSis based on SHELLand934

makes an improvement in the step of constructing the shape his-935

togram. In our algorithm,we sum the distances between every936

point in eachof 120 binsand the gravity center of the model to937

represent the feature of that bin, instead of counting the number938

of points falling into each bin. This improvement enables SDS939

to describe both the location and the magnitude informationof940

the vertices on a 3D model. In addition, we normalize the 3D941

model first, asin the corresponding steps described in MSD.942

Multi-Feature Fusion Based on Entropy Weights (MFF-EW).943

Considering the complementarity between the candidate fea-944

tures for fusion, we select the MSD and SDS features in our945

multi-feature fusion algorithm. We propose a novel multi-946

feature fusion algorithm by adaptively computing the fusion947

feature weights using entropy foreachquery, which is similar948

to [118, 119].949

(1) Information entropy calculation based on a query re-950

sult. The theoretical basis of this step is to characterize the951

differentiation ability of a 3D shape feature based on the infor-952

mation entropy of its retrieval results. We need to mention that953

the classification information of the benchmark is also needed954

in this step.955

1) For each query modelq ∈ U, whereU represents the tar-956

get 3D model dataset, we obtain the topk retrieved modelsRf
qk957

when using the shape featuref . We setk=10 based on experi-958
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mental results as well as by referring to the approach in [79].959

2) Counting the number of models in the topk modelsthat
belong to the same category, denoted asRf

qki, wherei = 1,2, ...n
andn is the number of categories. Then we calculatethe prob-
ability distribution ofRf

qki, denotedas{p1, p2, ..., pi , ..., pn},

pi =
Rf

qki

Rf
qk

(25)

3) Computing the entropy ofRf
qk,

E(Rf
qk) = −

n∑

i=1

pi · log2 pi . (26)

(2) Calculating the weight of feature. Based on the anal-
ysis of Step (1), a smaller entropy demonstrates that the cor-
responding 3D feature can better describe the models, and we
should assign a large weight for it. Therefore, we formulate
their relationship as follows,

W f
qk =

1− E(Rf
qk)

m−
∑m

f=1 E(Rf
qk)
. (27)

wherem is thetotalnumber of the 3D features, and
∑m

f=1 W f
qk =960

1.961

(3) Computing fusion dissimilarity distance. First, we nor-
malize each row of the dissimilarity distance matrices resulting
from different features,

d f ′ (i, j) =
d f (i, j) −mini

maxi −mini
, j = 1,2, ..,n, (28)

whered f (i, j) andd f ′ (i, j) are the pre-normalized and normal-
ized distances between modeli and modelj respectively, while
maxi andmini are the maximum and minimum distances inthe
ith row. Finally, the fusion dissimilarity distance is,

D f usion(i, j) =
m∑

f=1

d f ′ (i, j) ·W f
qk. (29)

In the experiments, we also provide the performance of our962

implementations of the original D2, and three types of 3D963

Shape Histograms (SHELL, SECTOR and SECSHELL) as a964

baseline for reference.965

5.2. Query-by-Sketch retrieval methods966

5.2.1. Ranking on Cross-Domain Manifold forsketch-based967

3D modelretrieval, by T. Furuya and R. Ohbuchi968

To compare a hand-drawn sketch to a 3D model, most of ex-969

isting methods compare a sketch with a set of multi-view ren-970

dered images of a 3D model. However, there is a gap between971

sketches and rendered images of 3D models. As hand-drawn972

sketches contain “noise”, such as shape abstraction, semantic973

influence, stylistic variation, and wobbly lines, these sketches974

are often dissimilar to rendered images of 3D models.975

Our algorithm employs an unsupervised distance metric976

learning to partially overcome the gap between sketches and3D977

models [10][120]. Our algorithm called Cross-Domain Man-978

ifold Ranking, or CDMR [120], tries to bridge the gap be-979

tween features extracted in two heterogeneous domains, i.e.,980

domain of sketches and domain of rendered images of 3D mod-981

els. While the CDMR algorithm could perform in either an982

unsupervised, semi-supervised, or supervised mode, we useun-983

supervised CDMRin this paper.984

Figure 11 shows an overview of the CDMR. It first creates985

two separate manifolds of features, i.e., a manifold of sketch986

features and a manifold of 3D model features. The feature987

manifolds are computed by using an algorithm best suited for988

each of the domains; BF-fGALIF [120] (slightly modified BF-989

GALIF [133]) is used to compare sketches and BF-DSIFT [113]990

is used to compare 3D models. These two feature manifolds are991

then inter-linked to form a Cross-Domain Manifold (CDM) by992

using an algorithm capable of sketch-to-3D comparison, that993

is, the BF-fGALIF. Using the CDM, similarity values between994

a sketch query and 3D models are computed by diffusing rel-995

evance on the CDM. The relevance originates from the query,996

and it diffuses towards 3D models via edges of the CDM by us-997

ing a process identical to Manifold Ranking [123]. The higher998

the relevance value of a 3D model, the closer it is to the query.999

Unlike previous sketch-to-3D model comparison algorithms,1000

the CDMR tries to maintain manifolds of sketches and 3D mod-1001

els. This often positively contributes to ranking accuracy. Also,1002

if a large enough number of sketches and their inter-similarity1003

values are available, the CDMR performs a form of automatic1004

query expansion on the manifold of sketches.1005

Forming a Cross Domain Manifold.A CDM is a graph, whose1006

vertices are either sketches or 3D models. The CDM graphW1007

is represented by a matrix having size (Ns + Nm) × (Ns + Nm),1008

whereNs andNm are the number of sketches and 3D models in1009

a database respectively. ForQuery-by-Sketch retrieval onLSB,1010

Ns = 13,680 andNm = 8,987.1011

The element of the matrixW, i.e., Wi j , indicates similarity1012

between a sketch (or a 3D model)i and a sketch (or a 3D model)1013

j. (For details, please refer to [120].) Distances are computed1014

for each pair of verticesi and j by using the feature compari-1015

son methods i.e., BF-fGALIF and BF-DSIFT. The distances are1016

Figure 11: Feature comparison using Unsupervised Cross-Domain Manifold
Ranking (CDMR).
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then converted into similarities by using the following equation1017

whered(i, j) is thedistance between verticesi and j.1018

Wi j =


exp(−d(i, j)/σ) if i , j,

0 otherwise.

The parameterσ controls diffusion of relevance value across1019

the CDM. We use different valuesσS S, σMM, andσS M to com-1020

pute sketch-to-sketch similarity, 3D model-to-3D model simi-1021

larity, and sketch-to-3D model similarity, respectively.These1022

similarity values must be computed either by feature similarity1023

or semantic similarity (if available.)1024

As mentioned above, sketch-to-3D model comparison uses1025

BF-fGALIF algorithm [10][120], which is a slightly modified1026

version of BF-GALIF [133]. BF-fGALIF compare a sketch1027

and multi-view rendered images of a 3D model by using sets1028

of Gabor filter-based local features. A 3D model is rendered1029

into Suggestive Contour (SC) [134] images from multiple view-1030

points. The sketch image and the SC images of the 3D model1031

are rotation-normalized by using responses of multi-orientation1032

Gabor filters computed of the image. After normalizing for ro-1033

tation, fGALIF features are densely extracted from the image.1034

The set of fGALIF features are integrated into a feature vec-1035

tor per image by using Bag-of-Features (BF) approach. A BF1036

feature of the sketch is compared against a set of per-view BF1037

features of the 3D model to find a distance between the sketch1038

and the 3D model.1039

For sketch-to-sketch comparison, BF-fGALIF features are1040

extracted from the sketches. Unlike the BF-fGALIF for sketch-1041

to-3D model comparison, the BF-fGALIF for sketch-to-sketch1042

comparison does not perform rotation normalization.1043

To compare 3D models, we use the BF-DSIFT [113] algo-1044

rithm. It is also a view-based algorithm. A set of multi-scale,1045

rotation-invariant local visual features is densely extracted from1046

multi-view rendered range images of a 3D model. The set of1047

local visual features is then BF-integrated per 3D model for1048

comparison. A little more detail on the BF-DSIFT is found1049

in Section 5.1.3.1050

Ranking on the Cross Domain Manifold.After generatingW
representing a CDM, Manifold Ranking (MR) algorithm [123]
is applied onW to diffuse relevance value over the CDM from
a query. We use the closed form of the MR (Equation(30)) to
find relevance values inF given “source” matrixY. In Equation
(30), I is an identity matrix andS is a symmetrically normalized
matrix of W andα is a parameter.Fi j is the relevance value of
the 3D modelj given the sketchi. A higher relevance means a
smaller distance.

F = (I − αS)−1Y. (30)

Using a naive algorithm, CDMR requires time complexity1051

O((Ns + Nm)2) for generating the CDM graphW andO((Ns +1052

Nm)3) for diffusing relevance over the CDM (Equation (30)).1053

As shown in the experiments, computing CDMR is slower than1054

other Query-by-Sketch retrieval algorithms.Among the param-1055

eters for the CDMR (i.e.,σS S, σMM, σS M andα), we fixedσS S1056

to 0.02 andσMM to 0.005 through preliminary experiments. For1057

σS M andα), we tried the following combinations of the param-1058

eters; (σS M, α) = (0.1, 0.6), (0.1, 0.3), (0.05, 0.6), (0.05, 0.3).1059

5.2.2. Efficientsketch-based 3Dmodelretrievalbased onview1060

clustering andparallel shapecontextmatching (SBR-1061

VC) [121] [5] [10], by B. Li, Y. Lu, H. Johan, and M.1062

Burtscher1063

The SBR-VC algorithm first clusters a set of sample views of1064

each model into an appropriate number of representative views1065

according to its visual complexity,which isdefined as the view-1066

point entropy distribution of its sample views. Next,a parallel1067

relative frame-basedshape context(referred as relative shape1068

context)matching [135] algorithm is employed to compute the1069

distances between a 2D sketch and the representative silhouette1070

views of a 3D model. Before retrieval, the relative shape con-1071

text features of the representative views of all 3D target models1072

are precomputed. Figure 12 presents an overview of the algo-1073

rithm, which is described in more detail below.1074

Precomputation.(1) Viewpoint entropy-based adaptive
view clustering. This clustering is performed in four steps. For
each 3D model, the first step computes the viewpoint entropy of
81 views that are sampled by subdividing a regular icosahedron
using the Loop subdivision[136] rule. The second step cal-
culates the viewpoint entropy-based 3D visual complexity for
each model. The mean and standard deviation entropiesm and
sof all sample views of each 3D model are computed first. The
3D visual complexity of each model is defined as

C =

√
ŝ2 + m̂2

2
, (31)

where ŝ and m̂ are the entropiess andm normalized relative
to their maximum and minimum over all the models. Hence,
C ∈ [0,1]. This metric has the ability to quantitatively measure
thevisual complexitydifference between models belonging to
different categories. In the third step, the visual complexityC of
a 3D model is utilized to determine the number of representative
views

Nc = ⌈α ·C · N0⌉ , (32)

whereα is a constant andN0 is the number of sample views1075

for each 3D model.N0 is 81 in the presented SBR-VC algo-1076

rithm. For large-scale retrieval,α is chosen as 1 or12, which1077

corresponds to an average of 18.5 or 9.5 representative views,1078

respectively, for each model in the dataset. The fourth stepap-1079

plies Fuzzy C-Means[137] view clustering to the viewpoint en-1080

tropy values of the 81 sample views, together with their view-1081

point locations, to generate the representative views for each1082

model.1083

(2) Feature view generation. Outline feature views for the1084

2D sketches and the 3D models are generated. In the 3D case,1085

silhouette views are first rendered followed by outline feature1086

extraction. In the 2D case, silhouette views are generated based1087

on binarization, Canny edge detection, closing(once), dilation1088

(7 times in this case), and hole filling.1089

(3) Relative shape context computation. Rotation-invariant1090

relative shape context features [135] are extracted to represent1091
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Figure 12: Overview of the SBR-VC algorithm: the first row is for the precomputation whereas the second row is for the retrieval stage [5] [10].

both sketches and sample views. 50 feature points are uni-1092

formly sampled for each outline feature view based on cubic1093

B-Spline interpolation.1094

Onlineretrieval. With a 2D query sketch, a target 3D database,1095

and the precomputed relative shape context features of the rep-1096

resentative views of each model, the online retrieval algorithm1097

works as follows.1098

(1) Sketch feature extraction. First, an outline feature1099

view of the 2D sketch is generated. Then, its relative shape1100

context features are computedin parallel within the follow-1101

ing three steps: outline magnitude computation, log-polarhis-1102

togram generation and normalization.1103

(2) 2D-3D distance computation. The relative shape con-1104

text matchingis performedbetween the sketch and each repre-1105

sentative view of a modeland the minimum 2D-3D matching1106

cost is chosen as the sketch-model distance.The computation1107

of 2D-3D distances between the sketch and all the 3D models1108

is also performed in parallel.1109

(3) 2D-3D distance ranking. The sketch-model distances1110

are sorted in ascending order and the models are ranked ac-1111

cordingly.1112

SBR-VC (α = 1) and SBR-VC (α = 1
2) represent two runs1113

of the SBR-VC algorithm with correspondingα values. The1114

70x performance speedup achieved over the serial code [5] is1115

mainly due to the parallelization and code optimization of the1116

relative shape context matching algorithm.1117

5.2.3. Unsupervised sketch-based 3D model retrieval based1118

on Overlapped Pyramid of HOG and Similarity Con-1119

strained Manifold Ranking , by A. Tatsuma and M. Aono1120

Overlapped Pyramid of HOG.We propose a new feature vec-1121

tor known as Overlapped Pyramid of Histograms of Orientation1122

Gradients (OPHOG) which is an extended version of the Pyra-1123

mid of Histograms of Orientation Gradients [122] proposed in1124

the field of image classification. An overview of the proposed1125

OPHOG is illustrated in Figure 13. OPHOG divides an image1126

into overlapped cells by stages, and extracts an orientation his-1127

togram from each cell.1128

We perform preprocessing to a 3D model and a sketch image1129

before extracting OPHOG features as shown in Figure 14. In1130

the preprocessing of the 3D model, we generate depth buffer1131

images with 300× 300 resolution from the 102 viewpoints that1132

are composed of the vertices of a unit geodesic sphere. To ob-1133

tain a sketch-like image, we apply Laplacian filtering, thinning1134

transformation and Gaussian filtering to the depth buffer image.1135

Similarly, in the preprocessing of the sketch image, we resize1136

it to 300× 300 resolution, and employ thinning transformation1137

and Gaussian filtering.1138

After preprocessing, OPHOG divides a given image into
cells using a regular sliding window determined by the spatial
level. The window sizew and stride sizes are defined by the
image sizeh and spatial levell as follows:

w = h/2l , s= w/2. (33)

The OPHOG feature is obtained by concatenating all of the
orientation histograms calculated for each cell. The orientation
histogram is constructed by voting gradient magnitude to the
corresponding orientation bin. The gradient magnitudeg and
orientationθ are defined as follows:

g(x, y) =
√

ux(x, y)2 + uy(x, y)2, (34)

θ(x, y) = tan−1 ux(x, y)
uy(x, y)

, (35)

where,

ux(x, y) = L(x+ 1, y) − L(x− 1, y),

uy(x, y) = L(x, y+ 1)− L(x, y− 1),

andL(x, y) denotes the image value at pixel (x, y).1139

Finally, to decrease the influence of the noise in a sketch im-1140

age, we transform the OPHOG feature vector into its rank order1141

vectorand apply theℓ2 normalization.1142

During implementation, we set the number of histogram bins
to 40 and limit the number of levels to 3. For comparing a
sketch image to a 3D model, we calculate the minimum Eu-
clidean distance, which is denoted by the following equation:

d(s,m) = min
i=1,··· ,102

||f(s) − f(m)
i ||, (36)

wheref(s) is the feature vector of sketch images, andf(m)
i de-1143

notes the feature vector of theith depth buffer image rendered1144

from 3D modelm.1145
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Figure 14: Preprocessing steps of the Overlapped Pyramid of HOG.

Similarity Constrained Manifold Ranking.We also propose an1146

extended manifold ranking method [123] constrained by the1147

similarity between a sketch image and a 3D model. In the fol-1148

lowing, we call this method Similarity Constrained Manifold1149

Ranking (SCMR).1150

Suppose we have feature vectors of 3D modelf1, . . . , fn.
SCMR aims to assign to each feature vectorfi a ranking score
r i which reflects the non linear structure of the data manifold.
To reflect the data relations represented with the affinity ma-
trix W within the ranking scores, we defined the following cost
function:

1
2

n∑

i, j=1


r i√
Dii
−

r j√
D j j


2

Wi j , (37)

whereDii =
∑

j Wi j . To preserve the similarity between a query
sketch-image and a target 3D model in the ranking score, we
add the following fitting constraint term:

n∑

i=1

(r i − zi)
2, (38)

wherezi = exp(−d(s,mi)2/σ2) is the similarity between the1151

query sketch-image andith target 3D model.1152

The optimal ranking score is obtained by minimizing follow-
ing cost function:

J(r) =
1
2

n∑

i, j=1


r i√
Dii
−

r j√
D j j


2

Wi j + µ

n∑

i=1

(r i − zi)
2, (39)

whereµ > 0 is a regularization parameter. DifferentiatingJ(r)
with respect tor and rearranging, we obtain

r = (I − αM)−1z, (40)

whereM = D−1/2WD−1/2, r = [r1, . . . , rn]T, z = [z1, . . . , zn]T,1153

andα ∈ [0,1) is a tuning parameter. Clearly, the matrix (I −1154

αM)−1 can be calculated off-line. The ranking score can be1155

obtained by simple matrix-vector multiplication.1156

(a) (b)

o0

o0

o30
o30

p

q

Figure 15: Illustration for the junction-based extended shape context feature
descriptor. Two local patches on a junction of a query sketchand a model view
are shown in (a) and (b), respectively.

In SCMR, we use theDBSVC as the feature vector for a1157

3D model. Furthermore, we calculate the affinity matrix using1158

theLCDP [117]. We fixed the SCMR parameters through pre-1159

liminary experiments with the SHREC’13 Sketch Track Bench-1160

mark [5]. For the SCMR, we setσ to 0.1 andα to 0.85. For1161

the LCDP, we set the number of nearest neighbors to 10, the1162

Gaussian width to 0.45, and the maximum number of iterations1163

to 10.1164

5.2.4. BOF-JESCbaseddescriptor, by C. Zou , H. Fu, and J.1165

Liu1166

BOF-JESC follows the bag-of-features framework. It em-1167

ploys a junction-based extended shape context to characterize1168

the local details within the four concentric circles centered at1169

the key points. The motivation of the BOF-JESC descriptor1170

comes from two aspects: 1) the local patch centered at a junc-1171

tion takes into account contour salience, hence can captureim-1172

portant cues for perceptual organization and shape discrimina-1173

tion, as discussed in [124], and 2) the local descriptor shape1174

context [125] is tailored for the images in this work (i.e., the1175

sketches or model views) since they only contain contours. It1176

has been evaluated by [138] to have a high discrimination per-1177

formance.1178

BOF-JESC extracts a global histogram for each imageM (M1179

denotes a binary image obtained from a query sketch/model1180

view in this work). Edge point location in a local patch of1181

BOF-JESC is quantized into 40 bins as shown in Fig. 15 (i.e.1182

the number of points is recorded in each bin). In our experi-1183

ments, the best performance is achieved by setting the radius1184

of the log-polar coordinate to 0.075, 0.15, 0.25 and 0.35 ofRM1185

(RM =
√

W ∗ H whereW andH is the width and height of the1186

bounding box ofM). The circle with the shortest radius is di-1187

vided into four bins, as shown in Fig. 15, which is based on1188

the fact that the bins with small areas are more sensitive to the1189

statistics of the edge points.1190

The 40 dimensional local feature of BOF-JESC has the fol-1191

lowing characteristics:1192

• BOF-JESC selects all the junctions (we uses the method1193

in [124] to extract the junctions inM, and the points with1194

degree one, e.g. the pointp in Fig. 15(a), are also treated1195
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as junctions), and the mid-points in the lines connecting1196

two adjacent junctions (e.g. the pointq in Fig. 15(a)) into1197

the key-point set to generate local features;1198

• BOF-JESC aligns the reference axis withθ = 0 of the1199

log-polar coordinate system to the average direction of the1200

tangent lines of the ten nearest points in the longest edge1201

connecting the corresponding key-point, this step obtains1202

a rotation invariance;1203

• BOF-JESC quantizes the edge points on the boundary of1204

two neighboring bins into the bin with a greater angle (rel-1205

ative to the the reference axis in the anti-clockwise direc-1206

tion);1207

• BOF-JESC normalizes a 40 dimensional local feature with1208

ℓ1-norm regularization.1209

After the local features based on key-points are extracted1210

from all the model views in a database, BOF-JESC employs1211

K-means to obtaind “visual words” and finally builds a global1212

ℓ2-normalized histogram (i.e. ad dimensional feature vector)1213

for each model view in the off-line stage.1214

5.2.5. Implementation1215

We sample 42 views for each 3D model uniformly on the unit1216

viewpoint sphere. The vocabulary is obtained by the following1217

steps: 1) concentrating the local features of all the model views1218

in the database, 2) sampling 1 million local features from con-1219

centrated features, 3) utilizing KNN to obtainN words. The1220

query-to-model distance metric is based on the nearest neigh-1221

bor (NN) strategy, which finds the closest view to the query1222

in the feature space, and treats such a minimum query-to-view1223

distance as the query-to-model distance. The vocabulary sizes1224

are set to 800 and 1000. Besides the standard framework of1225

the bag-of-feature method using k-means, we also evaluate the1226

performance of the Fisher Vector [126] combined with JESC1227

features.1228

6. Results1229

6.1. Query-by-Model retrieval1230

In this section, we perform a comparative evaluation of the1231

results of thetwenty-tworuns submitted by thesevengroups1232

based on the 3D target dataset ofLSB. Toprovidea comprehen-1233

sive comparison, we measure the retrieval performance based1234

on the 7 metrics mentioned in Section 3.5: PR, NN, FT, ST,1235

E, DCG, and AP,as well as the proportionally and reciprocally1236

weighted NN, FT, ST, E,andDCG.1237

Figure 16 shows the Precision-Recall performance of the1238

twenty-tworunswhereasFigure 17 compares the best runs of1239

each group. Tables 5through7 list the othersix non-weighted1240

and weighted performance metrics, together with their rank-1241

ing orders (R).As can be seen from Figure 17 and Tables 51242

through7, Tatsuma’s LCDR-DBSVC performs best, followed1243

by Furuya’s MR-D1SIFT. The top five methods are the same1244

for the non-weighted and weighted performance metrics. We1245

further find that the rank order in Table 7 is more similar to that1246
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Figure 16: Precision-Recall plotperformance comparison of all thetwenty-
two runsof the seventeen Query-by-Model retrieval algorithms from the seven
groups.

in Table 5 than in Table 6, which shows that the reciprocally1247

weighed metrics correlate better with the non-weighted defini-1248

tions. However, because they also consider the difference in the1249

number of models in different classes, they are more accurate in1250

real applications. Based on the three jumps ahead in the rank-1251

ing order of PANORAMA in Table 6, it can be deduced that it1252

provides superior performance in retrieving classes with more1253

variations.From this result, we can say that using view-based1254

features in combination with advanced feature coding and adap-1255

tive rankingyields thebest performance among the set of sub-1256

mitted methods.1257

As can be seen from Figure 16, if we compare approaches1258

without employing a machine learning approach(see the Rp1259

values in the tables),including manifold ranking, overall1260

PANORAMA, Li’s ZFDR, Aono’s HSR-DF and Furuya’s BF-1261

DSIFT are comparable to Tatsuma’s DBSVC approach. How-1262

ever,by applying amanifoldranking learning method, Tatsuma1263

et al. achieve an apparent performance improvement, which can1264

be validatedby the resulting LCDR-DBSVC method. Com-1265

pared to DBSVC, LCDR-DBSVC has a 20.6%, 17.4%, 9.0%,1266

4.2%, and 21.3% gain in terms of non-weighted FT, ST, E,1267

DCG, and AP, respectively. In fact, Furuya et al.’s three “MR-”1268

runs also have adopteda manifold ranking method to improve1269

the retrieval performance. This indicates the advantage ofem-1270

ploying machine learning approachesin the 3D model retrieval1271

research field. Weshouldmention that the above finding is con-1272

sistent withthethree types of metrics,includingstandard, pro-1273

portionally, andreciprocally weighted ones.1274

To perform an approximate efficiency performance compari-1275

son, we asked the contributors to provide timing information in1276

terms of average response time per query, as listed in Table 8.1277

Obviously, ZFDR and BF-DSIFT are the most efficient ones,1278

followed by the Shape Histogram methods (SECTOR, SHELL,1279

SECSHELL, SDS), MSD, MFF-EW, and VM-1SIFT, whereas1280
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Table 5: Performance metrics for the performance comparison of thetwenty-tworuns of theseventeenQuery-by-Model retrieval algorithms from thesevengroups.
“R” denotes the ranking orderof all the twenty-two runs, while “Rp” denotes the ranking order of all the runs that do not utilizeany machine learning techniques or
class information, that is, the runs of the pure shape descriptors themselves.

Contributor Method NN FT ST E DCG AP R Rp

Aono

CSLBP-Run-1 0.840 0.353 0.452 0.197 0.736 0.349 127
CSLBP-Run-2 0.842 0.352 0.450 0.197 0.735 0.347 138
CSLBP-Run-3 0.840 0.359 0.459 0.200 0.740 0.355 116
HSR-DE 0.837 0.381 0.490 0.203 0.752 0.378 84
KVLAD 0.605 0.413 0.546 0.214 0.746 0.396 6 -

Chen DBNAA DERE 0.817 0.355 0.464 0.188 0.731 0.344 149

Furuya

BF-DSIFT 0.824 0.378 0.492 0.201 0.756 0.375 95
VM-1SIFT 0.732 0.282 0.380 0.158 0.688 0.269 1510
MR-BF-DSIFT 0.845 0.455 0.567 0.229 0.784 0.453 3 -
MR-D1SIFT 0.856 0.465 0.578 0.234 0.792 0.464 2 -
MR-VM-1SIFT 0.812 0.368 0.467 0.194 0.737 0.357 10-

Li ZFDR 0.838 0.386 0.501 0.209 0.757 0.387 7 3

Tatsuma
DBSVC 0.868 0.438 0.563 0.234 0.790 0.446 4 1
LCDR-DBSVC 0.864 0.528 0.661 0.255 0.823 0.541 1 -

Zhang

MFF-EW 0.566 0.138 0.204 0.076 0.570 0.114 16-
MSD 0.504 0.132 0.196 0.071 0.562 0.109 1711
SDS 0.486 0.074 0.114 0.041 0.511 0.02320 14
SHELL 0.483 0.078 0.119 0.043 0.513 0.06919 13
SECTOR 0.398 0.062 0.098 0.035 0.495 0.02320 14
SECSHELL 0.469 0.079 0.118 0.045 0.511 0.02320 14
D2 0.232 0.103 0.168 0.046 0.527 0.089 18 12

[53] PANORAMA 0.859 0.436 0.560 0.225 0.783 0.437 5 2

the other methods are much slower. We also note that the best-1281

performing method LCDR-DBSVC is slower by an order of1282

magnitude. This also raises the issue of scalability of existing1283

or new Query-by-Model retrieval algorithms to large corpuses,1284

and it deserves further efforts.1285

Among theseven group contributors, one group (Zhang)1286

adopts geometry-based techniques, two groups (Furuya and1287

Tatsuma) utilize view-based techniques, while four groups1288

(Aono, Chen, Li, and PANORAMA [53]) follow a hybrid ap-1289

proach. If we consider the above evaluation results as well,1290

this demonstrates the popularity and superiority of hybridtech-1291

niques.1292

However, if we classify the contributing methods based on1293

the properties of the features used, we find that twogroups1294

(Aono and Tatsuma) employ a local shape descriptor,four1295

groups (Chen, Li,Zhang, and PANORAMA [53]) adopt a1296

global feature, andonegroup (Furuya)adoptsboth local and1297

globalfeatures.The two groups (Tatsuma and Furuya) that ex-1298

tract local features have applied the Bag-of-Words framework1299

and K-means clustering on the local features.Within the sub-1300

mitted methods for Query-by-Model retrieval, this shows the1301

popularity of global shape descriptors and the Bag-of-Words1302

technique in dealing with local features.1303

6.2. Query-by-Sketch retrieval1304

This section presentsa comparative evaluation of thetwelve1305

runs of thesix methods submitted bythe fourgroupsbased on1306

LSB. We measurethe retrieval performanceusing the seven1307

metrics mentioned in Section 3.5: PR, NN, FT, ST, E, DCG,1308

and AP.1309

As described in Section 3.3.4, the complete query sketch1310

dataset is divided into “Training” and “Testing” datasetsas1311

neededby machine learning-based retrieval algorithms. To pro-1312

vide complete reference performance data for learning-based1313

methodsas well asnon-learning based approaches (including1314

all of the six participating methods), we evaluate the submit-1315

ted results onthe “Training”, the “Testing”, and the complete1316

datasets. Figure 18compares their PR performance, whileTa-1317

bles 9 and10 compare the other six general and reciprocally1318

weightedperformance metrics onthesethree datasets.1319

As shown in the figure and tables, Tatsuma’s SCMR-1320

OPHOG is the best by a large margin, followed by their1321

OPHOGand Furuya’s CDMR. Nevertheless,the overall per-1322

formance of the top methods from other groups are very close,1323

while the closeness appearance of the other methods in the1324

Precision-Recall plots is partially because of the distinct dis-1325

parity between the best method and others. It appears that the1326

other groups could catch up with OPHOG in terms of overall1327
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Table 6: Proportionally weighted performance metrics for theperformance comparison of thetwenty-tworuns of theseventeenQuery-by-Model retrieval algorithms
from the seven groups. “R” denotes the ranking orderof all the twenty-two runs, while “Rp” denotes the ranking order of all the runs that do not utilizeany machine
learning techniques or class information, that is, the runs of the pure shape descriptors themselves.

Contributor Method NN FT ST E DCG R Rp

Aono

CSLBP-Run-1 0.880 0.379 0.502 0.145 0.800 117
CSLBP-Run-2 0.881 0.375 0.495 0.145 0.798 139
CSLBP-Run-3 0.878 0.381 0.505 0.146 0.802 106
HSR-DE 0.882 0.405 0.539 0.148 0.812 6 3
KVLAD 0.617 0.418 0.574 0.144 0.806 9 -

Chen DBNAA DERE 0.859 0.398 0.544 0.136 0.799 128

Furuya

BF-DSIFT 0.868 0.392 0.529 0.143 0.809 7 4
VM-1SIFT 0.797 0.290 0.406 0.120 0.753 1510
MR-BF-DSIFT 0.877 0.464 0.607 0.156 0.834 5 -
MR-D1SIFT 0.895 0.473 0.611 0.160 0.839 3 -
MR-VM-1SIFT 0.868 0.388 0.501 0.142 0.798 13 -

Li ZFDR 0.879 0.398 0.535 0.148 0.809 7 4

Tatsuma
DBSVC 0.898 0.444 0.604 0.162 0.839 3 2
LCDR-DBSVC 0.892 0.541 0.723 0.169 0.872 1 -

Zhang

MFF-EW 0.582 0.159 0.252 0.056 0.654 16 -
MSD 0.544 0.157 0.249 0.054 0.652 1711
SDS 0.485 0.085 0.146 0.029 0.596 21 15
SHELL 0.486 0.091 0.153 0.031 0.60020 14
SECTOR 0.446 0.071 0.124 0.028 0.587 22 16
SECSHELL 0.503 0.091 0.150 0.034 0.601 19 13
D2 0.281 0.139 0.234 0.038 0.632 18 12

[53] PANORAMA 0.891 0.472 0.636 0.158 0.840 2 1

performance(e.g., see the Rp values in Table 9,but after em-1328

ploying themanifold ranking-basedmethod SCMR, Tatsuma’s1329

group achieved much better performance. For example, com-1330

paredto OPHOG, SCMR-OPHOGachievesa gain of 77.3%,1331

74.5%, 52.94%, 10.3%, and 116.4% in FT, ST, E, DCG, and1332

AP, respectively. Compared to the performance obtained in the1333

SHREC’12 and SHREC’13 sketch-based 3D model retrieval1334

tracks [4][5], the performance of allapproacheshas decreased1335

sharply due tothemuch more challenging data in the new LSB1336

benchmark.In fact, there is an additional drop when compared1337

to the performance achieved by the evaluated Query-by-Model1338

retrieval algorithms in Section 6.1, which again demonstrates1339

the challenges and semantic gaps that exist in sketch-based3D1340

model retrieval. It also seems worthwhileto pay more atten-1341

tion to scalability issues when developing sketch-based 3D re-1342

trieval algorithms, especially for large-scale retrievalapplica-1343

tions. More details about the retrieval performance with respect1344

to different classes for each participating method can be found1345

on theSHREC’14 sketchtrack homepage [2].1346

For the proportionally weighted metrics, we find that there-1347

sults of the evaluatedmethods are very close. For example,1348

the proportionally weighted(FT, ST, E, DCG, AP) of SBR-VC1349

(α=1) are1.0e-05*(1.25, 1.25, 1.25, 0.00, 3.75, 1.25),while1350

for SCMR-OPHOG, they are1.0e-05*(2.50, 1.25, 2.50, 1.25,1351

5.00, 1.25). Hence, the performance of the contributed meth-1352

ods in retrieving classes with more variations/models is very1353

close. If we consider the comparison and analysis results ofthe1354

three types of metrics based on the Query-by-Model retrieval1355

results in Section 6.1 as well,we regard the set of reciprocally1356

weighted metrics asthemoreaccurate androbustweightedver-1357

sion to evaluate either 2D or 3D query-based retrieval algo-1358

rithms.1359

In addition, rather than having a consistent evaluation re-1360

sult as in the Query-by-Model retrieval algorithms evaluation,1361

we find there is some discrepancy inthe case of sketch-based1362

3D retrieval evaluation: the ranking results of themethods are1363

somehow differentwhen based on the reciprocally weighted1364

metrics. For example,if we compare the ranking results in Ta-1365

bles 9 and 10, we find the ranking order of OPHOG and CDMR1366

(σS M=0.05,α=0.3) to be flipped. The reciprocal version is to1367

alleviate the bias influence due to the differences in the number1368

of models that each class contains by proportionally weight-1369

ing the performance per query by the reciprocal of the number1370

of relevant models for the query. Therefore, ithighlights the1371

performance of classes with fewer models/variations, which is1372

usually even lower than the average performance. This results1373

in the even smaller performance values in Table 10. We further1374

find that this helps differentiate the performance of the various1375
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Table 7: Reciprocally weighted performance metrics for the performance comparison of thetwenty-tworuns of theseventeenQuery-by-Model retrieval algorithms
from the seven groups. “R” denotes the ranking orderof all the twenty-two runs, while “Rp” denotes the ranking order of all the runs that do not utilizeany machine
learning techniques or class information, that is, the runs of the pure shape descriptors themselves.

Contributor Method NN FT ST E DCG R Rp

Aono

CSLBP-Run-1 0.663 0.303 0.359 0.180 0.571 107
CSLBP-Run-2 0.668 0.304 0.359 0.180 0.571 107
CSLBP-Run-3 0.658 0.310 0.365 0.183 0.573 96
HSR-DE 0.656 0.318 0.380 0.189 0.582 8 5
KVLAD 0.480 0.323 0.434 0.213 0.564 12 -

Chen DBNAA DERE 0.626 0.281 0.339 0.169 0.552 149

Furuya

BF-DSIFT 0.645 0.321 0.389 0.192 0.588 6 3
VM-1SIFT 0.547 0.235 0.290 0.142 0.510 1510
MR-BF-DSIFT 0.680 0.376 0.444 0.221 0.619 4 -
MR-D1SIFT 0.689 0.383 0.455 0.227 0.627 3 -
MR-VM-1SIFT 0.626 0.300 0.359 0.179 0.564 12 -

Li ZFDR 0.659 0.326 0.392 0.194 0.588 6 3

Tatsuma
DBSVC 0.707 0.371 0.445 0.224 0.628 2 1
LCDR-DBSVC 0.718 0.428 0.506 0.255 0.658 1 -

Zhang

MFF-EW 0.446 0.139 0.172 0.078 0.418 16 -
MSD 0.395 0.124 0.157 0.070 0.400 1711
SDS 0.397 0.097 0.113 0.047 0.364 1812
SHELL 0.392 0.097 0.114 0.048 0.362 1913
SECTOR 0.300 0.063 0.080 0.035 0.327 22 16
SECSHELL 0.370 0.095 0.111 0.047 0.357 2014
D2 0.160 0.069 0.102 0.046 0.338 21 15

[53] PANORAMA 0.687 0.350 0.421 0.210 0.612 5 2

methods.1376

Similarly, we conducted an approximate efficiency evalua-1377

tion. The average response time per querybasedon the “Test-1378

ing” datasetusinga modern computer is compared in Table 11.1379

Obviously, BF-fGALIF is the most efficient, followed by BOF-1380

JESC and SBR-VC (α = 1
2). OPHOG, SCMR-OPHOG, and1381

SBR-VC (α = 1) are comparable in terms of speed, while1382

CDMR is the slowest algorithm by an order of magnitude. We1383

believe this timing information is useful for an approximate1384

comparison of the runtime requirements of the algorithmseven1385

though they were obtained on different computers.1386

Finally, we classify all participating methods with respect to1387

the techniques employed according to the classification stan-1388

dards describedin [10]: local/global 2D features, Bag-of-1389

Words framework or direct feature matching, fixed/clustered1390

views, and with/without view selection. Three groups (Furuya,1391

Tatsuma, and Zou) utilize local features while one group (Li)1392

employs a global feature. Two (Furuya and Zou) of the three1393

methods based on local features apply the Bag-of-Features1394

framework whilemanifold ranking is also used in two (Furuya1395

and Tatsuma) of the three local feature-based algorithms.Only1396

one group (Li) performs view clustering while the others em-1397

ploy a fixed view sampling. No group includes a view selection1398

process in their methods.1399

7. Conclusions and future work1400

7.1. Conclusions1401

The LSB benchmark. This paper describes the building1402

process ofLSB, a large-scale 3D model retrieval benchmark1403

supporting both 3D model and 2D sketch queries. Compared1404

to other multimodal query-supported 3D retrieval benchmarks,1405

its 13,680sketches and 8,987 models of 171 classes make it1406

the currently largest scale benchmark in terms of the numberof1407

models and sketches as well as the most comprehensive bench-1408

mark in terms of the number of object classes and variations1409

within a class. Compared to previous sketch-based 3D retrieval1410

benchmarks, it is not only the largest and most comprehensive1411

but also the only currently available comprehensive 3D model1412

benchmark. Even compared to prior generic benchmarks, it1413

is still among the largest and most comprehensive in terms1414

of the number of categories. In addition to theLSB bench-1415

mark, we also developed two versions of commonly used per-1416

formance metrics, proportionally-weighted and reciprocally-1417

weighted, by incorporating the model variations in each class1418

based on the number of available models it contains.We re-1419

gard the reciprocally-weighted version as more accurate than its1420

original form in terms of reflecting the real performance of a3D1421

shape retrieval algorithm either using model or sketch queries.1422
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Table 8: Available timing information comparison of theseventeenQuery-by-Model retrieval algorithms:T is the average response time (in seconds) per query.
“R” denotes the ranking orderof all the seventeen runs, while “Rp” denotes the ranking order of all the runs that do not utilizeany machine learning techniques or
class information, that is, the runs of the pure shape descriptors themselves. For PANORAMA [53], we collected the timing information based on the publically
available executable [107].

Contributor
(with computer configuration)

Method Language T R Rp

Chen (CPU: Intel(R) Core i3-2350M @2.3GHz (only using one

thread); Memory: 6 GB; OS: Windows 2003 32-bit)
DBNAA DERE C#, Matlab 58.82 11 10

Furuya (CPU: Intel(R) Core i7 3930K @3.20 GHz,
GPU: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 670 (the programs ran on a single
thread); Memory: 64 GB; OS: Ubuntu 12.04)

BF-DSIFT C++, CUDA 1.94 2 2

VM-1SIFT C++ 9.60 10 9

MR-BF-DSIFT C++, CUDA 65.17 13 -

MR-VM-1SIFT C++, CUDA 65.87 14 -

MR-D1SIFT C++, CUDA 131.04 15 -

Li (CPU: Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU X5675 @3.07 GHz (2 processors, 12

cores); Memory: 20 GB; OS: Windows 7 64-bit)
ZFDR C/C++ 1.77 1 1

Tatsuma (CPU: Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2630 @2.30GHz (2

processors, 12 cores); Memory: 64 GB; OS: Debian Linux 7.3)

DBSVC C++, Python 62.66 12 11

LCDR-DBSVC C++, Python 668.61 17 -

Zhang (CPU: Intel(R) Xeon(R) E5620 @ 2.40 GHz; Memory: 12.00

GB; OS: Windows 7 64-bit)

MFF-EW C++, Matlab 8.05 9 -

MSD C++, Matlab 4.10 8 8

SECSHELL C++, Matlab 3.48 4 4

(CPU: Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-2450M @ 2.50 GHz; Memory:

2.45 GB; OS: Windows 7 32-bit)

SDS C++, Matlab 3.91 6 6

SHELL C++, Matlab 3.65 5 5

SECTOR C++, Matlab 3.29 3 3

D2 C++, Matlab 4.00 7 7

[53] (CPU: Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU X5675 @3.07 GHz (2 processors,

12 cores); Memory: 20 GB; OS: Windows 7 64-bit)
PANORAMA C++ 370.2 16 12
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Figure 17: Precision-Recall plot performance comparison of the best runsof
the Query-by-Model retrieval algorithms fromeach group.

We also hope that the large-scale sketch retrieval benchmark1423

will prove useful for otherresearchers inour community.1424

Evaluation of Query-by-Model retrieval algorithms.1425

Based on the 3D model dataset of theLSB benchmark, we or-1426

ganized the SHREC’14large scalecomprehensive 3D model1427

retrieval track. In this paper, a comprehensive evaluationof1428

twenty (twelve track participating andeight state-of-the-art or1429

new) Query-by-Model retrieval algorithms has been conducted1430

based on both non-weighted and weighted performance met-1431

rics. A comparison of approximate runtime information was1432

also performed to provide a reference on the efficiency of the1433

evaluated methods, which also serves as evaluation of the scal-1434

ability of each method w.r.t large-scale retrieval scenarios or1435

real applications. According to the evaluation results,among1436

the submitted algorithms, hybrid methods, manifold ranking1437

learning methods, and Bag-of-Words approaches aremorepop-1438

ular and promising in the scenario of Query-by-Model retrieval,1439

whichpartially illustrates a current research trend in the field of1440

comprehensive 3D model retrieval.1441

Evaluation of Query-by-Sketch retrieval algorithms.1442

Based on the completeLSB benchmark, we organized another1443

SHREC’14 track on large scale sketch-based 3D retrieval. The1444

second track ismeantto foster this challenging and interesting1445

research direction, encouraged by the success oftheSHREC’121446

and SHREC’13 sketch-based 3D shape retrieval tracks. Though1447

the latest benchmark isby far the mostchallengingso far,1448

we still attracted fourgroups who have successfully partici-1449

pated in the track and contributedtwelve runs ofsix methods,1450

which have been comparatively evaluated in this paper as well.1451

We have noticed that the obtained retrieval performance is far1452

from satisfactory, and the performance of existing sketch-based1453

retrieval methods apparently drops when scaled to a signifi-1454

cantly larger collection. Local feature and manifold ranking1455

based approaches also dominate the evaluated methods and of-1456

ten achieve superior retrieval accuracy, but their performance1457

leaves room for further improvements.1458
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7.2. Future work1459

TheLSB benchmark provides a common platform to evalu-1460

ate 3D model retrieval approaches inthe contextof a large-scale1461

retrieval scenario. It helps identify state-of-the-art methods as1462

well as future research directions in this area. For promising1463

future work on sketch-based 3D retrieval algorithms, please re-1464

fer to [10]. Here, we mainly list several important researchdi-1465

rections that apply to both sketch and model query based 3D1466

retrieval algorithms.1467

• Benchmark. Since the current version of ourLSB bench-1468

mark contains only 171 of the full set of 250 classes1469

from Eitz et al.’s sketch dataset, there is still room for1470

further improvement by finding models from additional1471

sources such as the Trimble 3D Warehouse (formerly the1472

Google 3D Warehouse) [139], to make it more complete1473

and comprehensive in terms of class variations. In ad-1474

dition, making each class contain the same number of1475

sketches/models will help eliminate any bias, which we1476

currently cope with using the weighted metrics.1477

• Increasing amounts of 3D data. We expect that in the fu-1478

ture, even more 3D object data will become available, due1479

to technical advantages of 3D acquisition devices, cloud1480

services and social media networks. In particular, the lat-1481

ter may include large amounts of noisy data, e.g., from1482

handheld and mobile devices. Then, the problem to re-1483

trieve among sets of 3D data of varying quality properties1484

will become a challenge. Compiling benchmarks that con-1485

trol for varying levels of quality of the 3D models will be1486

helpful to foster research in this direction.1487

• Scalability of retrieval algorithms. Building scalable1488

3D retrieval systems is of utmost importance for related1489

interactive applications.For Query-by-Sketch retrieval,1490

an important directionfor future research in thisarea is1491

to developmore robust algorithmsthat scaleto different1492

sizes and diverse types of sketch queries and models. For1493

Query-by-Model retrieval, though the performance is rela-1494

tively speaking much better,it still requires further effort to1495

developan interactive system for existing or new retrieval1496

algorithms w.r.t a large corpusby adopting additional tech-1497

niques, such as parallelization (i.e., using multi-core CPUs1498

or GPUs), as well as algorithm and code optimizations.1499

• Feature coding. Among the main parameters of 3D re-1500

trieval algorithms, the coding of features has recently1501

come into the focus of researchers. Techniques like sparse1502

coding, Fisher coding, VLAD coding, etc. may provide for1503

both efficient and effective retrieval. More systematic stud-1504

ies are needed to assess the contribution of specific coding1505

techniques to the overall method performance. In partic-1506

ular, it would be interesting to study if particular codings1507

could be recommended for particular types of 3D features.1508

• Semantics-based 3D retrieval. As we saw, manifold1509

learning and attribute-based semantic retrieval approaches1510

havebecomemore and more important to bridge the gap1511

in the pure content-based 3D model retrieval framework1512

to achieve satisfactory accuracy. Therefore, we recom-1513

mend utilizing techniques from other related disciplines,1514

such as machine learning, especially representation learn-1515

ing [140] including manifold learning and deep learning1516

(i.e., Caffe [141]), image retrieval (i.e., ImageNet [142]),1517

and pattern recognition (i.e., [143], to develop higher level1518

knowledge-based 3D retrieval algorithms.1519
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Figure 18:Precision-Recall plot performance comparisons on different datasets of ourLSB benchmark for the twelve runs of six Query-by-Sketch retrieval methods
from the four participating groups. Please note that the range of the precision axis is [0, 0.25].
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Table 9: Performance metrics comparison ondifferent datasets of ourLSB benchmark for the twelve runs of six Query-by-Sketch retrieval methods from the four
participating groups. “R” denotes the ranking orderof all the twelve runs, while “Rp” denotes the ranking order of all the runs that do not utilizeany machine
learning techniques, that is, the runs of the pure shape descriptors themselves.

Contributor Method NN FT ST E DCG AP R Rp

Training dataset

Furuya

BF-fGALIF 0.113 0.050 0.079 0.036 0.321 0.045 9 4
CDMR (σS M=0.1,α=0.6) 0.069 0.046 0.074 0.031 0.308 0.048 7 -
CDMR (σS M=0.1,α=0.3) 0.104 0.055 0.087 0.039 0.324 0.053 5 -
CDMR (σS M=0.05,α=0.6) 0.085 0.058 0.094 0.040 0.325 0.060 2 -
CDMR (σS M=0.05,α=0.3) 0.109 0.057 0.090 0.041 0.329 0.055 4 -

Li
SBR-VC (α=1) 0.097 0.050 0.081 0.038 0.320 0.050 6 2
SBR-VC (α = 1

2) 0.094 0.047 0.077 0.035 0.316 0.046 8 3

Tatsuma
OPHOG 0.158 0.066 0.097 0.051 0.340 0.060 2 1
SCMR-OPHOG 0.158 0.118 0.172 0.078 0.375 0.132 1 -

Zou

BOF-JESC (Words800VQ) 0.107 0.043 0.068 0.031 0.312 0.042 105
BOF-JESC (Words1000VQ) 0.101 0.040 0.064 0.028 0.307 0.039 116
BOF-JESC (FVPCA32Words128) 0.099 0.040 0.062 0.027 0.304 0.038 127

Testing dataset

Furuya

BF-fGALIF 0.115 0.051 0.078 0.036 0.321 0.044 9 4
CDMR (σS M=0.1,α=0.6) 0.065 0.046 0.075 0.031 0.308 0.047 7 -
CDMR (σS M=0.1,α=0.3) 0.100 0.056 0.087 0.039 0.325 0.052 5 -
CDMR (σS M=0.05,α=0.6) 0.081 0.058 0.094 0.040 0.326 0.060 3 -
CDMR (σS M=0.05,α=0.3) 0.109 0.057 0.089 0.041 0.328 0.054 4 -

Li
SBR-VC (α=1) 0.095 0.050 0.081 0.037 0.319 0.050 6 2
SBR-VC (α = 1

2) 0.083 0.047 0.075 0.035 0.315 0.046 8 3

Tatsuma
OPHOG 0.160 0.067 0.099 0.052 0.341 0.061 2 1
SCMR-OPHOG 0.160 0.115 0.170 0.079 0.376 0.131 1 -

Zou

BOF-JESC (Words800VQ) 0.086 0.043 0.068 0.030 0.310 0.041 105
BOF-JESC (Words1000VQ) 0.082 0.038 0.062 0.027 0.304 0.037 116
BOF-JESC (FVPCA32Words128) 0.089 0.038 0.060 0.026 0.302 0.036 127

Complete benchmark

Furuya

BF-fGALIF 0.114 0.050 0.079 0.036 0.321 0.045 9 4
CDMR (σS M=0.1,α=0.6) 0.068 0.046 0.074 0.031 0.308 0.048 7 -
CDMR (σS M=0.1,α=0.3) 0.102 0.055 0.087 0.039 0.324 0.053 5 -
CDMR (σS M=0.05,α=0.6) 0.084 0.058 0.094 0.040 0.325 0.060 3 -
CDMR (σS M=0.05,α=0.3) 0.109 0.057 0.090 0.041 0.329 0.054 4 -

Li
SBR-VC (α=1) 0.096 0.050 0.081 0.038 0.319 0.050 6 2
SBR-VC (α = 1

2) 0.090 0.047 0.077 0.035 0.316 0.046 8 3

Tatsuma
OPHOG 0.159 0.066 0.098 0.051 0.341 0.061 2 1
SCMR-OPHOG 0.158 0.117 0.171 0.078 0.376 0.132 1 -

Zou

BOF-JESC (Words800VQ) 0.099 0.043 0.068 0.031 0.311 0.042 105
BOF-JESC (Words1000VQ) 0.094 0.039 0.063 0.028 0.306 0.039 116
BOF-JESC (FVPCA32Words128) 0.095 0.039 0.061 0.027 0.303 0.037 127
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Table 10:Reciprocally weighted performance metrics comparison on different datasets of theLSB benchmark for the twelve runs of six Query-by-Sketch retrieval
methods from the four participating groups. “R” denotes the ranking order of all the twelve runs, while “Rp” denotes the ranking order of all the runs that do not
utilize any machine learning techniques, that is, the runs ofthe pure shape descriptors themselves.

Contributor Method NN FT ST E DCG AP R Rp

Training dataset 1.0e-05∗

Furuya

BF-fGALIF 0.435 0.274 0.414 0.175 2.038 0.344 4 2
CDMR (σS M=0.1,α=0.6) 0.186 0.140 0.222 0.126 1.693 0.159 11-
CDMR (σS M=0.1,α=0.3) 0.389 0.259 0.382 0.183 1.951 0.304 6 -
CDMR (σS M=0.05,α=0.6) 0.336 0.273 0.408 0.187 1.930 0.316 5 -
CDMR (σS M=0.05,α=0.3) 0.442 0.301 0.454 0.201 2.055 0.369 2 -

Li
SBR-VC (α=1) 0.259 0.145 0.267 0.164 1.868 0.198 8 4
SBR-VC (α = 1

2) 0.259 0.158 0.277 0.155 1.872 0.195 9 5

Tatsuma
OPHOG 0.528 0.295 0.458 0.233 2.089 0.348 31
SCMR-OPHOG 0.526 0.399 0.615 0.318 2.173 0.490 1 -

Zou

BOF-JESC (Words800VQ) 0.334 0.149 0.260 0.137 1.884 0.221 7 3
BOF-JESC (Words1000VQ) 0.312 0.139 0.203 0.124 1.824 0.189 106
BOF-JESC (FVPCA32Words128) 0.327 0.146 0.199 0.103 1.746 0.157 127

Testing dataset 1.0e-05∗

Furuya

BF-fGALIF 0.802 0.520 0.735 0.289 3.408 0.596 4 2
CDMR (σS M=0.1,α=0.6) 0.299 0.237 0.406 0.222 2.861 0.281 11-
CDMR (σS M=0.1,α=0.3) 0.679 0.467 0.719 0.308 3.323 0.553 6 -
CDMR (σS M=0.05,α=0.6) 0.576 0.467 0.782 0.318 3.305 0.583 5 -
CDMR (σS M=0.05,α=0.3) 0.789 0.526 0.773 0.330 3.430 0.626 2 -

Li
SBR-VC (α=1) 0.449 0.264 0.425 0.264 3.051 0.291 9 5
SBR-VC (α = 1

2) 0.414 0.265 0.405 0.259 3.088 0.311 8 4

Tatsuma
OPHOG 0.917 0.509 0.777 0.396 3.539 0.615 31
SCMR-OPHOG 0.993 0.743 1.035 0.541 3.676 0.886 1 -

Zou

BOF-JESC (Words800VQ) 0.462 0.271 0.467 0.236 3.149 0.370 7 3
BOF-JESC (Words1000VQ) 0.403 0.208 0.356 0.194 3.020 0.286 106
BOF-JESC (FVPCA32Words128) 0.455 0.225 0.336 0.170 2.910 0.254 127

Complete benchmark 1.0e-05∗

Furuya

BF-fGALIF 0.283 0.180 0.265 0.109 1.275 0.218 4 2
CDMR (σS M=0.1,α=0.6) 0.078 0.065 0.109 0.058 0.760 0.073 12-
CDMR (σS M=0.1,α=0.3) 0.247 0.167 0.250 0.115 1.229 0.196 6 -
CDMR (σS M=0.05,α=0.6) 0.212 0.172 0.269 0.118 1.219 0.206 5 -
CDMR (σS M=0.05,α=0.3) 0.284 0.192 0.286 0.125 1.285 0.232 2 -

Li
SBR-VC (α=1) 0.164 0.094 0.164 0.101 1.159 0.118 9 5
SBR-VC (α = 1

2) 0.160 0.099 0.161 0.097 1.166 0.120 8 4

Tatsuma
OPHOG 0.335 0.187 0.288 0.147 1.314 0.223 31
SCMR-OPHOG 0.345 0.260 0.386 0.200 1.366 0.316 1 -

Zou

BOF-JESC (Words800VQ) 0.196 0.097 0.167 0.087 1.179 0.138 7 3
BOF-JESC (Words1000VQ) 0.179 0.084 0.129 0.076 1.137 0.114 106
BOF-JESC (FVPCA32Words128) 0.192 0.089 0.125 0.064 1.091 0.097 117

Table 11: Timing information comparison of thesix Query-by-Sketch retrieval algorithms:T is the average response time (in seconds) per query based on the
“Testing” dataset.“R” denotes the ranking order of all the twelve runs, while “Rp” denotes the ranking order of all the runs that do not utilizeany machine learning
techniques, that is, the runs of the pure shape descriptors themselves.

Contributor (with computer configuration) Method Language T R Rp

Furuya (CPU: Intel(R) Core i7 3930K @3.20 GHz, GPU: NVIDIA GeForce

GTX 670 (on a single thread); Memory: 64 GB; OS: Ubuntu 12.04)

BF-fGALIF C++ 1.82 1 1

CDMR C++, CUDA 126.81 7 -

Li (CPU: Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU X5675 @3.07 GHz (2 processors, 12cores);

Memory: 20 GB; OS: Windows 7 64-bit)

SBR-VC (α=1) C/C++ 27.49 6 5

SBR-VC (α = 1
2 ) C/C++ 15.16 3 3

Tatsuma (CPU: Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2630 @2.30GHz (2 processors,12

cores); Memory: 64 GB; OS: Debian Linux 7.3)

OPHOG C++, Python 23.85 4 4

SCMR-OPHOG C++, Python 25.67 5 -
Zou (CPU: Intel(R) Xeon(R) W3550@3.07GHz (the programs ran on a single

thread); Memory: 24 GB; OS: Windows 7 64-bit)
BOF-JESC Matlab 6.10 2 2
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